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Abstra t
Nowadays piezoele tri and ferroele tri materials are be oming more and more an
interesting part of smart materials in s ienti and engineering appli ations. Pre ision
ma hining in manufa turing, mi ropositioning in metrology, ommon rail systems with
piezo fuel inje tion ontrol in automobile industry, and ferroele tri random a ess
memories (FRAM) in mi roele trome hani al systems (MEMS) besides ommer ial
piezo a tuators and sensors an be very good examples for the appli ation of piezo erami and ferroele tri materials.
In spite of having good hara teristi s, piezoele tri and ferroele tri materials have signi ant nonlinearities, whi h limit the appli ations in high performan e usage. Domain
swit hing (ferroelasti or ferroele tri ) is the main reason for the nonlinearity of ferroele tri materials. External ex essive ele trome hani al loads (me hani al stress and
ele tri eld) are driving for es for domain swit hing. In literature, various important
experiments related to the non-linear properties of piezoele tri and ferroele tri materials are reported. Simulations of nonlinear properties of piezoele tri and ferroele tri
materials based on physi al insights of the material have been performed during the
last two de ades by using mi rome hani al and phenomenologi al models. The most
signi ant experiments and models are deeply dis ussed in the literature survey.
In this thesis the nonlinear behaviour of tetragonal perovskite type piezo erami materials is simulated theoreti ally using two and three dimensional mi rome hani al
models whi h are based on physi al insights of the material. In the simulations a bulk
piezo erami material whi h has numerous grains is onsidered. Ea h grain has random
orientation in properties of polarization and strain. Randomness of orientations is given
by Euler angles equally distributed between 0 and 2π . Ea h element in the mi romehani al model has been assumed to have the same properties of the real piezoele tri
grain.
In the rst part of the simulations, quasi-stati hara teristi s of piezoele tri materials
are investigated by applying y li , rate independent, bipolar, uni-axial and external
ele tri al loading with an amplitude of 2 kV/mm gradually starting from zero value in
virgin state. Moreover, the simulations are undertaken for these materials whi h are
subje ted to quasi-stati , uni-polar, uni-axial me hani al stress, namely ompressive
stress. The al ulations are performed at ea h element based on linear onstitutive
v

equations, nonlinear domain swit hing and a probability theory for domain swit hing. In order to t the simulations to the experimental data, some parameters su h
as spontaneous polarization, spontaneous strain, piezoele tri and diele tri onstants
are hosen from literature. The domain swit hing of ea h grain is determined by an
ele trome hani al energy riterion. Depending on the a tual energy related to a ritial energy a ertain probability is introdu ed for domain swit hing of the polarization
dire tion. Same energy levels are assumed in the ele trome hani al energy relation for
dierent types of domain swit hing like 90o and 180o for perovskite type tetragonal or
70.5o and 109.5o for rhombohedral mi rostru tures. It is assumed that intergranular effe ts between grains an be modelled by su h probability fun tions phenomenologi ally.
The ma ros opi response of the material to the applied ele trome hani al loading is
al ulated by using Euler transformations and averaging the individual grains.
Properties of piezoele tri materials under xed me hani al stresses are also investigated by applying onstant ompressive stress in addition to y li ele tri al loading in
the simulations. Compressive stress is applied and kept onstant before y li bipolar
ele tri al loading is implemented.
In the following hapters, a three-dimensional mi rome hani al model is extended for
the simulation of the rate dependent properties of ertain perovskite type tetragonal
piezoele tri materials. The frequen y dependent mi rome hani al model is now not
only based on linear onstitutive and nonlinear domain swit hing but also linear kineti s theories. The material is loaded both ele tri ally and me hani ally in separate
manner with an alternating ele tri al voltage and me hani al stress values of various
moderate frequen ies, whi h are in the order of 0.01 Hz to 1 Hz. Ele trome hani al
energy equation in ombination with a probability fun tion is again used to determine
the onset of the domain swit hing inside the grains. The propagation of the domain
wall during the domain swit hing pro ess in grains is modelled by means of linear kineti s relations after a new domain nu leates. Ele tri displa ement versus ele tri eld
hysteresis loops, me hani al strain versus me hani al stress and ele tri displa ement
versus me hani al stress for dierent frequen ies and amplitudes of the alternating
ele tri elds and ompressive stresses are simulated and presented. A simple mi rome hani al model without using probabilisti approa h is ompared with the one that
takes it into a ount. Both models give important insights into the rate dependen y
of piezoele tri materials, whi h was observed in some experiments reported in the
literature.
Intergranular ee ts are other signi ant fa tors for nonlinearities of poly rystalline ferroele tri materials. Even piezoele tri a tuators and sensors show nonlinearities when
they are operated with ele tri al loading, whi h is mu h lower than the oer ive ele tri
eld level. Intergranular ee ts are the main ause of su h small hysteresis loops. In
the orresponding hapter, two basi eld ee ts whi h are ele tri al and me hani al
are taken into a ount for the onsideration of intergranular ee ts mi rome hani ally

in the simulations of the two dimensional model. Therefore, a new ele trome hanial energy equation for the threshold of domain swit hing is introdu ed to explain
nonlinearities stemming from both domain swit hing and intergranular ee ts. The
material parameters like oer ive ele tri eld and riti al spontaneous polarization or
strain quantities are not implemented in the ele trome hani al energy relation. But,
this relation ontains new parameters whi h onsider both me hani al and ele tri al
eld hara teristi s of neighbouring elements. By using this new model, me hani al
strain versus ele tri eld buttery urves under small ele tri al loading onditions
are also simulated. Hen e, a rate dependent on ept is applied in buttery urves by
means of linear kineti s model. As a result, the simulations have better mat hing with
orresponding experiments in literature.
In the next step, the model an be extended in three dimensional ase and the parameters of ele trome hani al energy relation an be improved in order to get better
simulations of nonlinear properties of poly rystalline piezoele tri materials.

Zusammenfassung
Piezoelektris he und ferroelektris he Materialien sind sehr wi htige Komponenten von
sogenannten intelligenten Strukturen, die heutzutage in vielfältigen wissens haftli hen
und te hnis hen Anwendungen eingesetzt werden. Kommerzielle piezoelektris he
Stapelaktoren und Sensoren, aktive Regelung von Einspritzsystemen in der Automobil
Industrie mit Piezo-Aktoren, ferroelektris he Spei her (FRAM) von mikroelektrome hanis hen Systemen (MEMS) sind sehr bekannte Anwendungen.
Piezoelektris he und ferroelektris he Materialien weisen ein ausgeprägtes ni htlineares
Verhalten auf, sofern die Materialien Verwendung im Ho hleistungsberei h nden.
Hauptursa he dieser ni htlinearen Eigens haften sind Umklappprozesse der ferroelektris hen und ferroelastis hen Domänen, wel he dur h starke äuÿere elektrome hanishe Belastungen ausgelöst werden können. In der Literatur nden si h vers hiedene
experimentelle Untersu hungen in Bezug auf das ni htlineare Verhalten von ferroelektris hen und piezoelektris hen Materialien. Simulationen der ni htlinearen Eigens haften von ferroelektris hen und piezoelektris hen Materialien wurden in den letzten
zwei Dekaden mit mikrome hanis hen und phänomenologis hen Modellen dur hgeführt. Die wi htigsten experimentellen und theoretis hen Ergebnisse werden im Literaturüberbli k angegeben.
In Rahmen dieser Arbeit wird das ni htlineare Verhalten von piezoelektris hen Werkstoen mit Perovskit-Struktur unter Verwendung zwei- und dreidimensionaler mikrome hanis her Modelle simuliert. Der piezoelektris he Werksto wird dabei als Summe
einzelner Körner aufgefasst, die eine jeweils zufällige spontane Polarisation und
Dehnung aufweisen können. Die Orientierung der Polarisation innerhalb der Körner
wird zwis hen glei hverteilten Eulerwinkeln im Berei h von null und 2π angenommen.
Die Elemente im mikrome hanis hen Modell werden analog zum realen Verhalten der
Körner des piezoelektris hen Werkstoes abgebildet.
In den Simulationen werden zunä hst quasistatis he Eigens haften der piezoelektris hen Materialien in Abhängigkeit von zyklis her, bipolarer und eina hsiger elektris her Ladung untersu ht, wobei das elektris he Feld am ungepolten Werksto s hrittweise von 0 bis 2 kV/mm Feldstärke erhöht wird. Darüber hinaus werden au h Simulationen mit quasistatis her, einpoliger und eina hsiger me hanis her Dru kbelastung
dur hgeführt.
ix

Die Bere hnungen für jedes Element basieren auf linearen konstitutiven Glei hungen,
ni htlinearen Umklappprozessen und einem Wahrs heinli hkeitsansatz für das Umklappen der Domänen. Um die Simulationen den experimentellen Daten anzupassen,
werden Materialkennwerte, wie zum Beispiel die spontane Polarisation, die spontane
Dehnung, die piezoelektris he und die dielektris he Konstante der Literatur entnommen. Umklappprozesse jeder Domäne werden dur h ein Kriterium basierend auf einer
elektrome hanis hen Energiefunktion gesteuert. Die Wahrs heinli hkeit des Umklappens hängt dabei von dieser Energiefunktion ab. Abhängig von der aktuellen Energie
im Verhältnis zu einer kritis hen Energie wird eine Wahrs heinli hkeit für das Umklappen der Polarisationsri htung deniert. Dabei werden in der elektrome hanis hen Energie glei he Energieniveaus sowohl für das 90o und das 180o Umklappen tetragonaler,
bzw. 70.5o und 109.5o für rhombohedris he Mikrostrukturen angenommen. Es wird
angenommen, dass interkristalline Eekte zwis hen Körnern dur h die Wahrs heinli hkeitsfunktionen phänomenologis h modelliert werden können. Die makroskopis he
Reaktion der Materialien auf die angelegte elektrome hanis he Last wird dur h eine
Euler-Transformation und einer Mittelwertbildung der Körner bere hnet.
Im weiteren Verlauf werden im Rahmen der Simulationen die Eigens haften von
piezoelektris hen Materialien bei konstanter me hanis her und zyklis her elektris her
Belastung untersu ht. Dabei wird zunä hst eine me hanis he Dru kspannung aufgebra ht und dana h eine zyklis he bipolare elektris he Belastung angelegt.
Im weiteren Verlauf wird ein dreidimensionales mikrome hanis hes Modell verwendet, um die zeit-/ges hwindigkeitsabhängigen Eigens haften bestimmter tetragonaler
piezoelektris her Materialien vom Perovskit-Typ zu untersu hen. Das frequenzabhängige mikrome hanis he Modell basiert ni ht nur auf linearen konstitutiven Glei hungen und ni htlinearen Umklappprozessen, sondern au h auf einer linearen Kinetiktheorie. Der piezoelektris he Werksto wird sowohl einem elektris hen Feld als au h
einer me hanis hen Dru kbelastung unterworfen. Beide haben dreie kförmigen Verlauf mit vers hiedenen Frequenzen zwis hen 0.01 Hz und 1 Hz. Wiederum wird der
Beginn der Umklappprozesse über ein Wahrs heinli hkeitskriterium hinsi htli h der
elektrome hanis hen Energie bestimmt. Die Bewegung der Domänenwände während
des Umklappens wird mittels einer linearen Kinetiktheorie bes hrieben. Mittels Simulationen werden Zusammenhänge zwis hen der elektris hen Verzerrung und dem elektris hen Feld, der me hanis hen Dehnung und dem elektris hen Feld, der me hanis hen
Dehnung und der me hanis hen Spannung, sowie der elektris hen Verzerrung und der
me hanis hen Spannung ermittelt.
Des weiteren wird der Einuss des Wahrs heinli hkeitsansatzes auf das einfa he mikrome hanis he Modell untersu ht. Die Ansätze mit und ohne den Wahrs heinli hkeitsansatz geben beide wi htige Einbli ke in das zeit-/ges hwindigkeitsabhängige Verhalten von piezoelektris hen Werkstoen, wel hes in der Literatur in einigen experimentellen Arbeiten bes hrieben wird.

Interkristalline Eekte sind weitere wi htige Ursa hen für ni htlineare Eigens haften
polykristalliner ferroelektris her Materialien. So zeigen au h piezoelektris he Aktoren
und Sensoren Ni htlinearitäten, obwohl die elektris he Belastung niedriger als die Koerzitivfeldstärke ist. Interkristalline Eekte sind die Hauptursa hen für kleine Hysteresekurven. Im dem Kapitel wird versu ht, die elektris hen und me hanis hen Einussfaktoren auf interkristalline Eekte auf mikrome hanis her Ebene zu berü ksi htigen.
Hierzu wird eine neue elektrome hanis he Energie eingeführt, um sowohl Umklappprozesse als au h intergranulare Eekte zu berü ksi htigen. Die Materialkonstanten,
wie zum Beispiel die Koerzitivfeldstärke, die spontane Polarisation und die spontane
Dehnung, sind ni ht in der elektrome hanis hen Energie enthalten. Es ist jetzt mögli h,
die kleine Hysteresekurve mit diesem neuen mikrome hanis hen Model zu simulieren.
Die Simulationsergebnisse des Modells zeigen eine sehr gute Übereinstimmung mit experimentellen Ergebnissen.
Zukünftig kann das Modell auf ein dreidimensionales Modell erweitert werden. Die Parameter der elektrome hanis hen Energie können verbessert werden, um verbesserte
Simulationen der ni htlinearen Eigens haften polykristalliner piezoelektris her Materialien zu erhalten.
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Chapter 1
Introdu tion
The motivation of this study is to develop a new mi rome hani al model for the ele trome hani al behaviour of poly rystalline piezo- and ferroele tri materials. Despite there
are lots of mi ro- and ma rome hani al models for the simulations of nonlinear properties of piezoele tri materials, existing models are still suering to simulate signi ant
hara teristi s of these materials. The reason of this is as follows. First, the behaviour
is getting ompli ated when ele tri al and me hani al loading are applied together,
so- alled ele trome hani al oupling or linear onstitutive behaviour. Se ondly, as the
applied load is getting higher, the response of the piezoele tri material to me hanial or ele tri al loading is hanging nonlinearly. The mi rostru ture of the materials
is distorted spontaneously and temperature is also inuen ing the latti e stru ture in
a nonlinear manner. Third, su h a latti e distortion or phase transformation an give
rise to internal stresses in the mi ro level of the material due to the mismat hing of
grains or domains. Lastly, the nonlinearity stemming from phase transformation is not
irrespe tive of the rate of the applied loading. Therefore, mu h more resear h on piezoele tri materials is still required overing all auses of these nonlinearieties both in
stati al and in dynami al loading ases.
A signi ant part of appli ations used in industry are piezoele tri a tuators and sensor.
Although they are operated in low ele trome hani al loading onditions, they are still
showing nonlinearities, whi h are the main drawba k of these a tuators and sensors.
Hen e, a mi rome hani al model is also needed for the simulation of nonlinear problems
of su h appli ations. Present models have to be extended to over nonliearities of
both low and high ele trome hani al loading. Therefore, the suggested model would
be robust enough to response in any loading onditions with high orresponden e to
experimental results.
The ontent of this paper is as follows: hapter 3 presents prin iples, on epts, examples
and s ienti appli ations of some parti ular smart stru tures su h as piezoele tri ,
ferroele tri , ele trostri tive and magnetostri tive and shape memory materials. Then,
5

6

CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

basi properties of piezoele tri erami materials in luding the types, manufa turing
methods, mi rostru tures and mesos ale hara teristi s are explained in detail. Lastly,
the ma ros opi nonlinear behaviour of piezoele tri materials, whi h are subje ted to
high ele trome hani al loading is introdu ed.
Basi piezoele tri linear onstitutive relations and their derivations are presented in
the rst part of the appendix. Linear onstitutive equations are rst derived from
a simple one dimensional ele trome hani al model. Then, thermodynami al on epts
su h as rst law of thermodynami s are implemented in order to a hieve the same
piezoele tri onstitutive relations.
Chapter 2 is devoted to a literature survey in order to get important insights to experimental and modelling work in the eld of piezoele tri materials by dierent resear hers
in the past de ades. The hapter is divided into subse tions like experimental analysis, mi rome hani al, phenomenologi al, rate dependent, nite element modelling and
mis ellaneous works in whi h more than 130 s ienti publi ations in a wide s ale are
analysed and summarized.
In hapter 4, a mi rome hani al model for quasi-stati ma ros opi properties of perovskite type tetragonal piezoele tri materials under pure ele tri al, me hani al and
ele trome hani al loading is introdu ed. The piezoele tri bulk material is assumed
to be at the virgin unpoled state in the beginning. First, the model is des ribed and
quasi-stati properties are given. Then, the material is separately subje ted to pure
bipolar ele tri al and unipolar me hani al y li loading. During the ele trome hani al
loading ase, a y li bipolar ele tri al eld together with various onstant me hani al stress levels are implemented. The simulation results are illustrated in dierent
ma ros opi urves like ele tri displa ement or polarization versus ele tri eld or mehani al strain versus ele tri eld for ele tri al loading, ele tri displa ement versus
me hani al stress or me hani al strain versus me hani al stress with the omparison
of orresponding experimental ones.
The fo us of hapter 5 is to model and simulate frequen y dependent hara teristi s of
poly rystalline piezoele tri materials. The model, whi h is introdu ed in hapter 4 is
extended to over the frequen y and amplitude dependen e for a y li loading of these
materials. Simulations are performed for various moderate frequen ies and amplitude
levels of both bipolar ele tri al and unipolar me hani al ( ompressive) loading of PZTPIC 151 (PI Cerami ) material.
Chapter 6 presents another mi rome hani al model, whi h takes into a ount intergranular nonlinearities. New parameters are introdu ed for hara terising the intregranular
ee ts mi rome hani ally. The results are shown in urves for the me hani al strain
versus ele tri eld buttery hysteresis urves not only under high y li ele tri eld
but also low ele tri eld with dierent amplitude values for simulating the small hysteresis loops in piezoele tri a tuators and sensors. Additionally, the simulations for
riti al loading ases are also presented.

7
In hapter 7, on lusion and suggestions for the future work, espe ially regarding rate
dependen y and intergranular on epts for poly rystalline piezoele tri materials are
given.
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Chapter 2
Literature survey
2.1 Experimental analysis
Plenty of experiments have been performed and des ribed in literature in order to observe non-linear properties of ferroele tri materials. For the point of measurements,
nearly all the experimental set-up are the same. The sample that is piezo erami material is usually subje ted to both ele tri and me hani al loading. In order to get a pre ise
measurement generally a rigid servo-hydrauli test frame is used that an exert high
ompressive stress (gures 2.1 and 2.2). In some experiments a spe ial loading xture
has been used for a orre t alignment of the loadings [HLM95℄, [CE93℄, [SH96℄, [Lyn96℄,
[SHF03℄, [BRB01℄. A high ele tri eld is applied to the sample by using high voltage
ampliers. In these experiments mostly strain gauges or non onta t measurement instruments ( onta t-less probe, laser) are involved in order to measure the me hani al
strain output. S haeufele et al. [LFLH99℄ used indu tive displa ement transdu ers instead of strain gauges to get a high repeatability in the strain measurements (gure
2.2). Zhou et al. [ZKM01℄ used a LVDT (linearly variable displa ement transdu er)
for the strain measurement in their experiments. In addition to strain the ele tri displa ement and the polarization is also monitored by simply adding a apa itor, whi h
is onne ted to ground. Measurement outputs with strain, ele tri displa ement, stress
and ele tri elds are re orded on a multiple hannel data a quisition system via ADC
(Analogue to digital onverter). In su h experiments alternating ele tri or me hani al
loadings are applied. The amplitude of the loading is slowly in reased (quasi-stati ) to
observe hysteresis and buttery loops [HLM95℄.
The response of piezoele tri materials to more omplex, ombined ele trome hani al
loading was observed in experiments by Zhou et al. [ZK04℄. During the experiments,
both ele tri al and me hani al elds are applied y li with various onditions su h as
in phase and out of phase and dierent magnitude of mean me hani al pre-stress. One
of the signi ant observations is the slight enhan ement of piezoele tri and diele tri
9
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onstants for low pre-stress and redu tion for higher pre-stress.
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Figure 2.1: Typi al experimental set-up 1 (Strain is measured by strain gauges Hwang
et al. [HLM95℄)
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Figure 2.2: Typi al experimental set-up 2 (Strain is measured by indu tive displa ement
transdu ers)
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Lyn h [Lyn96℄ made some experiments on soft PLZT material in order to see the
ee t of nonlinearities of piezoele tri materials on sele ting piezoele tri materials.
The experiments observed the response of soft piezoele tri materials to the applied
ele tri eld and me hani al stress. Basi ally, the limitations of linear modelling and
the limitations of omposition of PLZT as an a tuator material are investigated for
su h PLZT materials.
Important ontributions by early experimental investigations of ferroele tri materials
were presented by Cao and Evans [CE93℄. They observed basi stress strain hara teristi s with linearly hanging strain at low and high stress and non linearly hanging
strain at moderate stress levels of ferroele tri materials. In addition to these, they
also observed dieren es in the responses of the stress strain relationship for hard and
soft PZT materials, whi h have both some similar me hani al properties su h as yield
strength. In some later experiments, besides the ee t of types of PZT (soft or hard),
inuen e of the on entrations of elements and phase hanges (tetragonal to rhombohedral and rhombohedral to tetragonal) was also investigated [LFLH99℄.
Various investigators performed some omplex measurements for the assessment of
existing multi-axial mi rome hani al and phenomenologi al models with experiments,
whi h were done with dierent loading onditions su h as uni-axial ompressive stress
and oaxial ele tri eld for unpoled BaTiO3 and PZT ferroele tri s [SHF03℄.

2.2 Modelling
Computer simulations and modelling are ommon ways for understanding the hara teristi s of ferroele tri and piezoele tri materials like in all other resear h areas.
There are two dierent approa hes that have been used in literature. Mi rome hani al
modelling is the one that takes physi al insights into a ount during the simulation.
Phenomenologi al modelling is the other approa h that mostly relies on a thermodynami al basis for simulation.

2.2.1 Mi rome hani al modelling
Simulations of the nonlinear behaviour of piezoele tri materials based on physi al
insights of the material are performed by using mi rome hani al models. In these models usually bulk piezoele tri materials are assumed to be omposed of domains that
are randomly oriented. It is supposed that the behaviour of ea h element is that of
a mi ro rystal. Linear onstitutive equations are used to al ulate the ee ts of the
applied ele tri eld and the applied me hani al stress until domain swit hing o urs.
The models assume that the ele tri eld or the me hani al stress in the material is
uniform. An energy equation is introdu ed for the threshold of domain swit hing. An-
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alyti al averaging over all elements is implemented in order to get the ma ros opi
properties a ording to the mi rome hani al model.
Several mi ro-ele trome hani al models have been developed for the non-linear behaviour of ferroele tri materials. Hwang et al. [HLM95℄ proposed a similar model like
that des ribed above. They use a Preisa h hysteresis model to des ribe the polarization and strain simulation of ea h grain of the PLZT. In this model the riti al energy
needed for domain swit hing is onsidered to be twi e the multipli ation of spontaneous polarization and oer ive ele tri eld. The model assumes that the ma ros opi
load is equal to the load on ea h grain of the PLZT. The simulations are ompared
with experiments, whi h were performed with PLZT 8/65/35. The limitation is oming
out that this model ould not des ribe the relation between strain and ele tri eld
properly. In [MK98℄, Mi helits h et al. presented an extended analyti al approa h of
the model of Hwang et al. [HLM95℄. The model assumes that the material onsists of
single domain grains whi h have transversely isotropi mi ro properties. Ma ros opi
quantities are derived by a simple analyti al averaging. The diele tri hysteresis of the
polarization versus ele tri eld, the buttery hysteresis of strain versus ele tri eld
and me hani al depolarization urves under me hani al stress are al ulated for the
fully poled ase.
Chen and o-workers [CFH97℄ establish a mi ros opi onstitutive relation of single
rystal ferroele tri materials by using an internal variable onstitutive theory and
domain volume fra tions. The model is developed for predi ting the properties of polyrystalline ferroele tri s based on mono rystalline ferroele tri s. Be ause of dieren es
between mono rystal and poly rystalline materials, the simulation of the theory does
not mat h exa tly.
A self onsistent mi rome hani al model with dierent sets of swit hing systems for ferroele tri poly rystals by using some dimensionless mi rome hani al parameters su h
as dimensionless piezoele tri onstant, polarization and diele tri onstants has been
presented by Huber et al. [HF04℄. Barium Titanate, PZT-4D, and PZT-5H materials are hosen as sample erami s for the assessment of the model and experiment
a ording to the varying dimensionless material parameters.
Hwang et al. [HM98℄ presented a simulation for polarization swit hing to predi t ele tri displa ement and strain hara teristi s of poly rystalline tetragonal ferroele tri
erami s, whi h are subje ted to an ele trome hani al loading. In their model, the energy required for swit hing is approximated by using additional parameters to provide
the best t to experimental data that were obtained before. The simulations are arried out for dierent ele tri al and me hani al loadings. Though they get reasonable
simulations for espe ially ele tri displa ement and strain versus ele tri eld urves,
the simulations are limited in approximating the gradual pro ess of swit hing.
In an other model, in order to estimate the intera tion of the ele trome hani al eld
due to the domain swit hing, an Eshelby in lusion method is provided [HHMF98℄. An
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ellipsoidal piezoele tri in lusion model in an isotropi matrix, whi h is derived for
domain swit hing is implemented in the simulations [MH97℄.
Dierent types of mi rome hani al simulations of tetragonal ferroele tri erami s were
performed by Lu et al. [LFLH99℄. Using an orientation distribution fun tion for des ribing the domain patterns of ferroele tri s in mi rome hani al model was the basi
dieren e of the model from others. Various simulations were performed by using ombined ele trome hani al loadings. The hange of the urves were observed while using
dierent stress and ele tri eld values. Their basi limitation was the assumption that
the ma ros opi load is equal to the load on ea h grain of the ferroele tri material.
Another similar approa h was used by Chen and Lyn h [CL98℄. The model mentioned
some other phenomena su h as dieren es between tetragonal and rhombohedral stru tures, dierent energy levels asso iated with swit hing riteria of these stru tures (90◦
and 180◦ for tetragonal, 70.5◦ , 109.5◦ and 180◦ for rhombohedral), intera tion ee ts
between grains and phase transitions (rhombohedral to tetragonal, tetragonal to rhombohedral). Additionally, they applied a linear saturation model to their al ulations in
order to mat h simulations with experimental data. Their results show that the intera tion energy between grains inuen es the hysteresis and buttery urves, but the
dieren e of the rystal stru ture has no signi ant ee t on the material nonlinearity.
Another model tried to explain polarization swit hing under various loading onditions
with non 180◦ domain swit hings [CC01℄. It is assumed that there o ur only non 180◦
domain swit hings during loading and unloading of piezoele tri erami s. With this
assumption, there need to be two onse utive non 180◦ domain swit hings in order to
swit h the dipoles in opposite dire tion. The buttery and hysteresis urves whi h are
simulated in this model are not so symmetri . This is the basi drawba k of the model.

2.2.2 Phenomenologi al modelling
Phenomenologi al ma ros opi modelling is the other approa h that mostly relies on
a thermodynami al basis for simulation. Some dierent phenomenologi al onstitutive
models are developed for simulating the behaviour of piezoele tri and ferroele tri
materials. Be ause of having less time requirement for al ulations, phenomenologi al
models are in this sense more advantageous than mi rome hani al models.
Re ently, some ma ros opi onstitutive models were developed to predi t the behaviour of ferroele tri and piezoele tri materials. Bassiouny et al. [BGM881℄, [BGM882℄
and Bassiouny and Maugin [BM891℄, [BM892℄ are the rst resear hers to develop a
nonlinear phenomenologi al model, whi h was built within the s heme of a thermodynami al theory. Their model uses plasti deformation and residual polarization as
internal variables, whi h dene both reversible and irreversible ele trome hani al behaviours of ferroele tri media. The model tries to explain the ele tri ee ts by using
vis oelasti ity on epts in me hani s. Most of the re ent phenomenologi al attempts
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have been taking this model as a starting point for developing their model. Another
early ma ros opi model su essfully implemented basi hysteresis and buttery urves
with the assumption of delay in domain swit hing response due to the applied ele tri
eld [CM80℄.
Kamlah et al. [KT99℄, [KBMT97℄ presented a simple phenomenologi al model for ferroele tri materials to simulate the basi diele tri hysteresis, buttery hysteresis, ferroele tri hysteresis, me hani al depolarization and polarization indu ed piezoele tri ity
urves. This model is simple enough to be implemented in a nite element ode for
the ase of uni-axial loadings. The basi assumption of this model is to take the internal state variables as irreversible strain and polarization in addition to stress, strain,
ele tri eld and polarization. They take into a ount the history dependen e of the
material behaviour by introdu ing ertain internal variables representing the history
knowledge of the material. In this model a three dimensional formulation was also
presented. Another dierent phenomenologi al model is also presented by Kamlah et
al. [KJ97℄, [Kam01℄. The model presented ma ros opi ally not only history dependent
nonlinearities and diele tri buttery hysteresis due to swit hing, but also thermoele trome hani al oupling properties and rate dependent ee ts in the simulations. In
spite of being ee tive to simulate important properties of ferroele tri materials, the
model is too ompli ated to be solved analyti ally. Therefore, some numeri al methods
su h as numeri al integration is used to model the system.
M Meeking et al. [ML02℄ propose a phenomenologi al onstitutive model for ferroele tri swit hing under multi-axial me hani al and ele tri al loadings. The basis of the
model is taking a one-to-one relationship between remnant polarization and remnant
strain. Remnant polarization is taken as the only internal variable relating the kinemati ee ts of the model. This property gives a signi ant short oming to the model
that annot get ompressive strains parallel to the polarization dire tion. Furthermore,
it does not produ e remnant strain during zero polarization. But it is satisfa tory
enough for me hani al stresses whi h are relatively small ompared to ele tri al loadings.
A similar one dimensional phenomenologi al model based on potential energy equations
of dierent types of domain swit hing for perovskite type tetragonal piezoele tri material is presented by Harsimar [Har04℄. The simulation results are presented with thermal
hara teristi s as well as ele trome hani al loading. Fully symmetri phenomenologi al
simulation urves are obtained by addition of orresponding diele tri , piezoele tri and
elasti properties of piezoele tri materials into domain swit hing riterions [Lan01℄.
A onstitutive model for non-linear swit hing of ferroele tri materials is developed by
Huber et al. [SH96℄. The model uses a single rystal onstitutive law that is analogous to
slip systems of rystal plasti ity theory. Although the model aptures the smooth shapes
of diele tri hysteresis and buttery hysteresis loops under ele trome hani al loads
and depolarisation of poly rystalline materials under ompressive loads, the higher
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omputational time is the basi drawba k.
A more general multi-axial onstitutive model based on thermodynami formulations
for ferroele tri erami s is presented by Landis [Lan02℄. The model is derived from
Helmholtz free energy equations. The internal variables used in the model are remnant
polarization and remnant strain. The onstitutive laws derived from internal variable
theories are symmetri . Regarding the omputational time, the symmetri model is
advantageous for nite element al ulations. Landis et al. [LM99℄ also presented another onstitutive model for non-piezoele tri poly rystalline ferroele tri s based upon
the domain wall motion through rystals. For predi ting the poly rystalline ase, a
self- onsistent s heme is implemented. The model is not able to a ount for lo al intera tions of neighbouring grains of the poly rystalline material.
Resear hers are also trying to ompare experimental urves, whi h are performed under multi-axial loading, with the existing models su h as rate independent rystal
plasti ity model, vis oplasti rystal plasti ity model and phenomenologi al models
on erning the diele tri behaviours [HF01℄. Experimental urves are presented in ele tri displa ement versus ele tri eld urves for a sele tion of dierent loading angles
(0◦ ,45◦ ,90◦ ,135◦ ,180◦ ). Among these models, a self onsistent model is found to mat h
more a urately to multi-axial loading experiments than others. On the other hand, a
self onsistent model is the slowest one from the omputational point of view. Therefore, sometimes it is required to redu e the number of internal variables used in the
model for in reasing the e ien y of the omputation. Ferroele tri domain evolution
is modelled with the help of grain growth theory by Loge and Suo [LS96℄. They use
variational prin iples in order to model domain wall motions in a thermodynami nonequilibrium pro ess.
There are plenty of similar phenomenologi al models like the one presented by Co ks
and M Meeking [CM99℄. Their model is akin from the point of view of taking remnant
polarization and remnant strain as internal state variables in Helmholtz free energy
relation.
Zhang et al. [ZR93℄ also formulated a 1-D ma ros opi model based on the rst and
se ond laws of thermodynami s applying a ontinuum me hani s on epts. Detailed
analysis of the energy release, whi h depends on the lo al ele trome hani al elds before
and after domain swit hing, is investigated by Kessler et al. [KB01℄. The analyses were
applied for the modelling of swit hing stability and re-polarization.
An extensive basi knowledge of piezo erami and ferroele tri materials is given by
Jae et al. in [JCJ71℄. The onstitutive relations an also be extended to nite strain
piezoele tri polymers [LM94℄.
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2.2.3 Finite element modelling
The nite element method is also an ee tive approa h for the simulation of piezoele tri materials. It an be implemented to both mi rome hani al and phenomenologi al
modeling. General nite element formulation with the basi prin iple was given by Allik
et al. [AH70℄. Linear properties of piezoele tri materials for stati al loading with the
examples of various geometri al shapes are implemented by Peelamedu et al. [PBDN01℄
with the help of a nite element model.
Finite element methods for analyzing and simulating su h nonlinear problems have
been known as their in reased omputational burdens in the models. In spite of taking
mu h more time for simulation, the nite element method an also be implemented
in mi rome hani al approa hes [TWSK02℄. Therefore, it is be oming ine ient from
a al ulation point of view espe ially in some large s ale appli ation problems su h as
nonlinearities of piezo erami s near ra k tip. Cao et al. [CG01℄ presented a modied
mi rome hani al nite element method for fully oupled piezo erami materials in order to de rease the omputational eorts. They used analyti al methods instead of a
nite element solution in one part of the simulations for both single rystallite and
poly rystalline piezo erami materials.
Li et al. [LF04℄ developed a three dimensional nite element model for the non-linear
modelling of ferroele tri materials with tetragonal mi rostru tures. Due to the assumption of boundary onditions of the model, elements in the free fa es of the material
undergo domain swit hing in a less ele tri al loading than the ones in the onstrained
fa es. In the model the energy barrier for 90◦ domain swit hing is assumed to be one
quarter of 180◦ domain swit hing. Therefore, for all elements there o ur two su essive 90◦ domain swit hings instead of one 180◦ domain swit hing. In addition to a
onstant uni-axial loading there have been multi-axial loadings for the investigation
of the hange of buttery and hysteresis urves. It is shown that the initial poling
dire tions have little ee t on hysteresis loops. Simulation results are given not only
with ele tri displa ement-ele tri eld and strain-ele tri displa ement urves for an
ele tri al loading but also stress-strain and stress-ele tri displa ement urves.
A study of polarization swit hing in poly rystalline ferroele tri materials with internal ele tri al and me hani al ontributions has been given by Hwang et al. [HW00℄,
[HW00℄ using the nite element method. The simulation shows that domain swit hing o urs for an ele tri al loading of less than 5 % of the oer ive ele tri eld. The
model explains the polarization swit hings and probability of possible swit hing of
neighbouring regions at low loadings with the explanation of the Rayleigh law. This
is the predi tion of propagating polarization swit hing sequen e forming a paraboli
shape with the major axis whi h is parallel to the applied ele tri eld dire tion for low
loading range. They use a phenomenologi al parameter alled weighting fa tor for the
me hani al and ele tri al ontribution to polarization swit hing to simulate hysteresis
and buttery urves. When the ele tri al ontribution is higher, whi h is given by the
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lower values of weighting fa tor, 90◦ domain swit hing is more en ouraged than 180◦
domain swit hing or vi e versa. Grain size ee ts of the materials to the ele tri displa ement versus ele tri eld urve have been also dis ussed and onrmed by nite
element simulations and show that polarization swit hing is not dependent on the size
[HW00℄.
Unlike using a s alar ele tri potential to nodal points of a standard nite element
al ulation, Landis [Lan02℄ implemented a ve torial ele tri displa ement derived from
an ele tri potential, whi h is more advantageous for the numeri al stability of the nonlinear behaviour of piezoele tri s. However, the number of nodal degrees of freedom is
in reased in 3-D problems. Ghandi et al. [GH97℄ proposed a hybrid nite element
model whi h in reases the numeri al e ien y of modelling the nonlinear behaviour of
PZT ferroele tri s. By means of eliminating some internal iterations in nite element
al ulation, the hybrid nite element model is more su essful than onventional models
espe ially in omputational time.
Aro kiarajan et al. [ADMS1℄,[ADS04℄,[ADSM04℄ present a three-dimensional nonlinear
nite element mi rome hani al model based on a free energy equation, whi h overs a
domain swit hing riterion and a probabilisti model. The model is also extended for
rate dependent properties of piezo erami materials by means of linear kineti s theory
in addition to quasi-stati ele trome hani al loading. Simulations are performed not
only for pure y li ele tri and me hani al stress but also for onstant ompressive
stress with y li ele tri loading.

2.2.4 Rate dependent models
In experiments it has been observed that the me hanism of domain swit hing in grains
of piezoele tri materials is dependent on the rate of the loading. Therefore, the pro ess
be omes more nonlinear when the ma ros opi alternating loading is applied with
dierent frequen ies. In some appli ations of piezoele tri materials, rate dependent
hara teristi s are important and have to be studied.
Early experiments about determination of ele tri eld and temperature dependen e of
swit hing time and urrent were performed by Merz [Mer54℄ for BaTiO3 single rystals.
Additionally, he explained the swit hing me hanism as nu leation of new domains
and a growth pro ess with domain wall motion. At the onstant applied ele tri eld,
redu tion of swit hing time and thus in reasing swit hing urrent were observed when
the temperature is in reased. Thus, the nu leation of domains and the growth pro ess
are be oming faster at higher temperatures. Likewise, the dependen e of the swit hing
time and urrent with respe t to the applied ele tri eld and the oer ive eld at a xed
temperature is observed. One of the rst dis ussion for simulating the rate dependen e
of the polarization urve of BaTiO3 is given by Landauer et al. [LYD56℄ with the help
of Merz's [Mer54℄ observations, in whi h the rate of swit hing was basi ally related to
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the exponential fun tion of the applied ele tri eld. Although the me hanism of the
swit hing pro ess is not determined learly as nu leation and a domain expansion, they
manage to illustrate the hange of the oer ive eld during the appli ation of an ele tri
loading with dierent rates. Then minimum oer ive ele tri eld is found for the
minimum loading rate. A ording to his experiments Drougard [Dro60℄ proposed that
rate dependent properties of BaTiO3 are dominated by domain wall motion governed
by a nu leation pro ess of polarization swit hing and he argues that nu leation does
not disappear ompletely during the starting and end of the polarization swit hing.
Extensive analysis of rate dependent domain swit hing me hanisms both nu leation
and growth of the swit hing mi rostru ture in ferroele tri materials based on thermodynami s and kineti s is presented by Kukushkin et al. [KO02℄.
Behaviours of domain wall motion for BaTiO3 and ele trostri tive strain response are
experimentally analysed under both quasi-stati and frequen y dependent y li ele tri loading in addition to a onstant me hani al stress [BRB02℄. The measurements
are performed in real time with the help of a mi ros ope and CCD ( harge oupled devi e) amera in the experimental set-up. A high resolution LVDT is used for measuring
displa ements of the sample.
Mukherjee et al. [MRLMY01℄ measured diele tri , elasti and piezoele tri onstants of
both soft and hard piezoele tri s as a fun tion of not only ele tri eld and me hani al
stress but also temperature and frequen y of the loading by using a laser interferometer
system whi h makes measurements very easy and ee tive both in longitudinal and
transverse dire tions. A ording to these experiments piezoele tri onstants are not
hanging dramati ally as the frequen y of the alternating loading is in reased. The
response of the piezoele tri onstants for hard piezoele tri s (PZT EC-69) is nearly
the same with respe t to loading frequen y. However, they are de reasing in values
(5-15 %) for soft materials (PZT EC-65) as the frequen y is in reased from 10−2 Hz to
103 Hz.
The inuen e of rate dependen e on the polarization and strain is investigated by Zhou
et al. [ZKM01℄. The experiments are performed in a low frequen y range between 0.01
Hz to 1.0 Hz. In their experiment the oer ive ele tri and stress elds are found to inrease with in reasing frequen y in polarization and strain versus ele tri eld urves.
The saturation polarization and strain values are not dete ted any more when the
frequen y is in reased. Besides, the hange in the hara teristi s of the strain versus
polarization graph is also dete ted. It is laimed that the dierent rate orientation of
swit hing types (90◦ and 180◦ ) is supposed to be the reason of experimental results.
Bur su and o-workers [BRB01℄ investigate also the rate dependent response of mehani al strain of BaTiO3 in their experiments. They observe the in rease in oer ive
ele tri eld level when the frequen y is in reased (0.05 Hz to 1 Hz) as well. But surprisingly, in rements of saturation or remnant strain value are observed so high, when
the loading frequen y is in reasing from 0.05 Hz to 1 Hz. Thus, experimental results
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are not mat hing exa tly to Zhou's [ZKM01℄ observations. However, they are both
performing the experiments at the same loading rate level. The basi reason for su h
dierent behaviours an be explained by using dierent piezoele tri sample types,
whi h are used in the experiments
A nu leation and growth me hanism in phase transformation of materials and kineti s
relations is rst proposed by Avrami [Av39℄, [Av40℄, [Av41℄. There are some modiations to this theorem to get best tting of polarization swit hing versus time for
ferroele tri materials by taking into a ount the geometri al boundary riteria and
an anisotropi size and growth me hanism [SRM98℄. Cao et al. [CTX99℄ present a
simulation of ferroele tri phase transition to emphasize the ee ts of boundary onditions using a time dependent Ginzburg-Landau model. It is veried in the model
that surfa es are the favourable nu leation pla es for polarization swit hing. Wang et
al. [WSCLZ04℄ simulate the polarization swit hing using a phase eld model, whi h
is based on an extensional version of the Ginzburg-Landau model with taking into
onsideration the ee ts of bulk free energy, ele tri and elasti energies, domain wall
energy, dipole-dipole ele tri and elasti intera tion energy omponents. Although the
model results in an asymmetri behaviour for the me hani al strain versus ele tri eld
urve, the simulations have shown the proof of the kineti s pro ess of nu leation and
growth of new domains in domain swit hing.
A ma rome hani al model for time dependent hysteresis of PZT5A piezoele tri material at low range frequen ies is given by Smith et al. [SOW01℄. The model in orporates
rate dependen y to the basi quasi-stati hysteresis model in whi h the ee t of inlusions to the domain wall motion is onsidered as well. Although the model does
not a urately predi t the hange in oer ive eld, it at hes the redu tion in remnant
polarization during an in rease of the loading frequen y in a low regime.
A 3-D ontinuum model, overing swit hing riterion and kineti s of polarization
swit hing has been su essfully applied to 2D ferroele tri erami s using a nite element method by Kim et al. [KJ02℄. The model assumes that the material onsists
of various types of ferroele tri variants the behaviour of whi h is hara terized by
Helmholtz free energy. Nu leation of domains and kineti s of swit hing are determined
by the value of the ele trome hani al energy and driving for e between variants respe tively. A simple linear kineti relation is used for the propagation of the new variant.
The model explains the rate-dependent behaviour in terms of the hanges in mass
fra tions of dierent types of variants. The simulations are performed for hysteresis
and buttery urves for y li loadings of various frequen ies. The model shows the
enlarging of the hysteresis urve when the loading frequen y is in reased.
Viehland et al. [VC00℄ present an experimental investigation of the frequen y dependent
hara terisation of ferroele tri material with hemi al name 0.7Pb(Mg1/3 Nb2/3 )O3 0.3PbTiO3 . Additionally, a random eld model based on the reation of polar lusters
with a reversed polarization within ferroele tri domains is introdu ed for the kineti s
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of domain swit hing and domain dynami s. The results of experiments and simulations
an be well understood for su h types of ferroele tri s. However, there are some missing
points for dierent ferroele tri materials su h as in reasing of the ma ros opi polarization during the early unloading stage of the ele tri eld up to the oer ive eld
at higher frequen ies. The validity of heterogeneous nu leation in the environments of
quen hed random elds in soft ferroele tri materials is demonstrated and nu leation
pro esses whi h are not restri ted to be on domain walls are given to be related to the
impurity density of inhomogeneous poly rystalline materials [VL01℄.
Omura et al. [OAI91℄ propose a simple 1-D latti e model for the explanation of delay
during polarization swit hing by a so- alled vis osity onstant. In their model, as the
vis osity onstant is in reased, the oer ive eld of the hysteresis urve simulation
in reases like in the ase of a high frequen y y li loading of piezoele tri materials.
Another time dependent property of piezoele tri materials is ageing, whi h is the
hange of material parameters su h as remnant polarization and strain with time after
ompletion of the loading and the unloading pro ess at long term loading. Zhou [Zho03℄
observed a redu tion of the absolute magnitude of the ele tri displa ement and strain
with dierent loading rates during relaxation time duration of PIC 151 soft PZT in his
experiments.

2.3 Mis ellaneous studies
Rayleigh law whi h is used basi ally for magneti equations an also be applied to some
ferroele tri materials showing piezoele tri property su h as PZT and BaTiO3 under
low ele trome hani al elds. Damjanovi [Dam97℄ showed the appli ability of Rayleigh
rule by presenting quadrati relation between the harge density and the applied alternating me hani al stress and a linear relation between the piezoele tri onstant
and the frequen y and amplitude of the applied alternating me hani al stress for su h
materials. It is indi ated that the dependen e of the piezoele tri onstant on the mehani al stress and small piezoele tri hysteresis loops an be explained by pinning of
domain walls dierent than 180◦ . But still there are some properties of ferroele tri
materials whi h do not obey this prin iple. It is proposed that there are still many
non-180◦ domain walls at the fully poled state of poly rystalline ferroele tri materials
[Dam98℄. Therefore, the me hani al strain versus ele tri eld urve hara teristi s is
explained by these non swit hed non-180◦ domain walls. The domain swit hing pro ess
in both ne and oarse grained perovskite type tetragonal elements has been investigated by Arlt et al. [Arl96S℄, [Arl97℄, [Arl96A℄. It is proposed that during a 180◦
domain swit hing of the grain a new transient highly mobile 90◦ domain wall is generated inside the grain for ele tri al loading, whi h is higher than the oer ive level.
As it an be seen in gure 2.3 that 180◦ domain swit hing is a hieved for the omplete
domain by having only 90◦ domain swit hing in sub-domains with domain wall motion
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beginning at the grain boundary. Propagation of new domains is dominated by the
phase boundary between old and new nu leated phases. Although sub-domains have
ompletely 90◦ domain swit hings, the total domain undergoes an overall 180◦ domain
swit hing. Hysteresis urves that are using one riti al ele tri al swit hing eld have
been simulated with the des ribed model. The model an explain nonlinear diele tri
phenomena, although it deviates from the other models whi h assume two su essive
90◦ swit hings in order to a hieve a 180◦ swit hing. Additionally, the model fails to
explain the 90◦ swit hing of the overall grain.

E

Before nucleation

E

During domain
switching

Domain wall
movement

E

Onset of nucleation
at the grain boundary

After switching

Figure 2.3: Domains inside one grain under ele tri al loading, before, during and after
the swit hing pro ess (Arlt et al. [Arl96S℄, [Arl97℄, [Arl96A℄, [AN88℄)
Dierent orientation distributions between grains or mi rostru tures inside bulk piezoele tri materials have been taken as a basi assumption for modelling of poly rystalline
piezoele tri materials. Ee ts of dierent orientation distributions on the ma ros opi
behaviour of piezo erami s are investigated by Fotini h et al. [FC00S℄ using a mi rome hani al nite element model. They use two types of rystalline distributions. One
type is a regularly hanging distribution where ea h element has an orientation dieren e of an angle of 2◦ from the neighboring element through the layers of the material.
The se ond type is a random distribution. It is observed in the simulations that ma ros opi urves are sharper for a regularly hanging distribution than for a random one.
The authors used dierent domain swit hing riteria based on ele tri displa ement
with stability arguments instead of free energy riteria in their other nite element
model of mono rystalline piezo erami s [FC00J℄. The model is applied in hara teristi s of fatigue behaviour near a ra k in piezoele tri materials under ele trome hani al
loading. The inuen e of parameter data to the ma ros opi behaviour is investigated
analyti ally by varying permittivity and piezoele tri oe ients in the model [FC02℄.
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Gerthsen et al. [GK76℄ try to formulate the oer ive eld of ne grained PLZT materials with respe t to some material parameters su h as spontaneous polarization,
spontaneous strain and elasti modulus by hara terizing predominantly a non 180◦
domain swit hing pro ess in grains. For tetragonal elements the formulation of the oer ive eld for the displa ement of 90◦ domain walls is also presented with respe t to
basi piezoele tri material parameters [S h81℄, [Kr76℄.
A domain swit hing riterion based on internal-energy density has good predi tion of
180◦ and 90◦ domain swit hing parameters espe ially at the point of me hani al loading
[SA04℄.
The inuen e of intera tions of domains to the ma ros opi behaviour of piezoele tri
materials a ording to thermodynami approa h and internal variables is presented
by Elhadrouz et al. mi rome hani ally [EZP05℄. Intera tion on epts stem from the
in ompatibilities of the spontaneous strain and ele tri displa ement elds between
domains. Nevertheless, simulations under a ompressive loading are given with the assumptions, they are not su essfully illustrated due to the ina urate implementations
of the intera tion energy in the simulations. Ball et al. [BSKS05℄ develop a ferroelasti
swit hing model for lead zir onate-titanate (PZT) whi h quanties the internal and
ele trostati energy asso iated with 90◦ and 180◦ dipole orientations. In order to inorporate inhomogenities of domains, intera tion energy implemented in the energy
equations is assumed to be related to exponential fun tions and varian es of experimentally measured values. The results are shown in hysteresis and buttery urves
under various onstant ompressive stresses with orresponding experimental ones. A
statisti al theory of ferroele tri materials like BaTiO3 doped with Fe are analyzed in
order to understand the random intera tions of su h dopants in ferroele tri materials [Bos87℄. Chen et al. [CW98℄ study ferroele tri domain wall motion formulated in
analogy with dislo ation theory in plasti ity.
A onstitutive model for the nonlinear ee tive behaviour of piezo erami materials
is presented in [RK00℄, [RK00F℄. The model is restri ted to a small ele trome hani al
loading so that the nonlinearity due to domain swit hing is assumed to be negligible.
The basi aim of the study is to model the ee t of intera tion of the mi ro rystals in a
statisti al method using ee tive medium approximation. Lateral domain wall motion
is taken as the dominating ause of the nonlinearity for small loads. The riterion
for domain wall motion is based on the thermodynami energy dieren e for hanging
domain volume fra tions. In [RK99℄, the only ee t of orientation distributions of grains
in a poly rystal on the linear ele tro-elasti properties of piezo erami materials using
ee tive medium approximation is presented. The ee tive medium approximation
method is also applied in ferroele tri omposite materials for al ulating thermoele tro-elasti properties [KR98℄.
There are some approa hes for deriving ee tive piezoele tri material onstants. Ee tive linear diele tri , elasti and piezoele tri onstants of piezo erami are determined
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by using a numeri al method for random volume elements [FBW00℄. In this work, the
poly rystalline material is assumed to onsist of single domain rystals generated by
random Voronoi tessellation. The basi addition of this model is taking into a ount
the ee t of intera tions between grains.
Meyer et al. [MV02℄ investigated the properties of 180o and 90o domain walls in PbTiO3
in order to prove that the energy required to reate a 180o domain wall is higher than
for a 90o domain wall for defe t free stru tures. They use an atomisti approa h and
al ulate the fully relaxed atomi stru ture, polarization prole a ross the domain wall
and barrier level for a domain wall motion. The al ulations of energy requirements
result in 35 mJ/m2 for 90o domain wall, about a fa tor of 4 lower than the energy of
180o domain wall reation, whi h is found to be 134 mJ/m2.
Haug et al. [HOG05℄ demonstrated a two dimensional multi-grain model, whi h predi ts internal stresses during poling as a onsequen e of a mismat h in rystal orientations of a ferroele tri poly rystal by using the mi rome hani al model of Huber et al.
[HFLM99℄. The results are presented in ma ros opi buttery and hysteresis urves for
an unpoled single and poly rystals by applying an ele tri eld. However, they manage
to t their simulations to experimental hysteresis urves. The dieren e in me hani al
strain is found to be smaller during a y li loading than during the poling from the
virgin state in the buttery urve.
It is experimentally found that the porosity of the material stru ture signi antly
inuen es the material onstants of piezoele tri materials su h as piezoele tri and
elasti onstants [Kah85℄, [NIOB80℄, [BW89℄. Dunn [Dun95℄ proposed a theoreti al
self- onsistent approa h for the estimation of grain shape anisotropy and the inuen e
of porosity whi h is found to have a strong ee t on the diele tri onstant.
Ee ts of me hani al stress under y li ele tri loading for heterogeneous ele trome hani ally oupled ferroele tri materials using Eshelby's method to the in lusion
problem are presented by related authors [LW02℄.
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Chapter 3
Con epts of piezoele tri materials
3.1 Introdu tion
The aim of the present hapter is to introdu e the basi on epts of piezoele tri s
and ferroele tri s with other ategories of smart materials, whi h are magnetostri tive,
ele trostri tive, shape memory and pyroele tri . Denitions of su h smart materials
in luding piezoele tri ity are provided with additional examples of s ienti and engineering appli ations. Then, piezoele tri erami materials are explained in more detail
in a wide range like manufa turing pro esses, mi rostru tures in mi ro- and mesos ale,
linear and nonlinear properties and ma ros opi analysis.

3.2 Smart stru tures and properties
Materials whi h sense a hange in the environment and give a useful response by using
a feedba k system are alled intelligent or smart materials. Input sensing and output
responses for smart materials are basi natural quantities su h as ele tri eld, mehani al stress, magneti eld and heat. The prin iple of a tuators and sensors are
explained in this on ept. Figure 3.1 shows the responses of smart materials to input
onditions. Ele tri al polarization an be the output of heat and me hani al loading.
Likewise, material senses ele tri al loading hange by distorting its geometri al shape
resulting a me hani al strain as an output. The denition of su h materials an be
extended to "very smart" materials whi h exhibit adaptive response a ording to onditions of these natural quantities by hanging their property oe ients (piezoele tri
onstant, elasti onstant, diele tri onstant). Therefore, ma ros opi properties of
"very smart" materials are highly nonlinear [NXKC90℄, [U h00℄.
25
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Figure 3.1: Con ept of smart stru tures (Inputs, Outputs)

3.2.1 Ferroele tri ity
In order to understand ferroele tri ity, one should know the basi s of diele tri properties and latti e stru tures of materials. Diele tri ity is the ability to have ele tri ity
through the separation of positive and negative harges without any urrent ow when
an ele tri eld is applied. Movements of harges lead to ele tri dipoles whi h is alled
polarization with the units of [C/m2 ℄. It is nothing but harge per unit area or ele tri
dipole moment per unit volume. Diele tri materials are widely used in apa itors due
to their high material properties and superior insulating behaviours [Mur℄.
Ele tri displa ement or ele tri ux density is the physi al name of total ele tri harge
per unit area of apa itors. Equation (3.1) shows linear relation of ele tri displa ement
(D) with respe t to ele tri eld (E ) in terms of material dependent diele tri onstant
(ǫ) for diele tri materials.
D = ǫE
(3.1)
Diele tri onstants of some materials with respe t to va uum are given in Table 3.1.
[ZKM01℄, [SZY82℄.
In rystallographi stru tures of some materials, polarization an be observed even
when they are not subje t to ele tri al loading. Polarization whi h o urrs under some
onditions ex ept ele tri al loading is alled spontaneous polarization. For instan e, a
drasti hange in temperature an lead to a spontaneous polarization of these materials in their latti e stru ture. If the dire tion of this spontaneous polarization an be
hanged by the appli ation of an ele tri eld the rystals are said to be ferroele tri .
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Material

Va uum
Benzene
Barium Titanate
Glass
Iron Oxide
Plexiglas
Polyethylene
PZT(PIC 151)
Teon

Diele tri

onstant [F/m] Relative diele tri

8.854 10
2.022 10−11
(8.854-110.68) 10−10
(4.427-8.854) 10−11
1.257 10−10
3.010 10−11
1.992 10−11
2.125 10−9
1.859 10−11

Table 3.1: Typi al diele tri

−12

1
2.284
100-1250
5-10
14.2
3.4
2.25
2400
2.1

onstant

onstants of some materials in nature

Ro helle Salt (KNaC4 H4 O6 .4H2 O)was dis overed as the rst material showing ferroele tri behaviour at the end of 19th entury. In the rst half of 20th entury, Potassium
dihydrogen phosphate (KH2 PO4 ) and Barium titanate (BaTiO3 ) were found. Other important ferroele tri materials are Lead titanate (PbTiO3 ), lead zir onate (PbZrO3 ),
lead zir onate titanate (PZT), lead lanthanum zir onate titanate (PLZT), lead magnesium niobate (PMN), lithium tantalite (PbTaO3 ), and lithium niobate (LiNbO3).
Pb(Mg1/3 Nb2/3 )O3 , Pb(Fe1/2 Nb1/2 )O3 and Pb(Ni1/3 Nb2/3 )O3 show ferroele tri hara teristi s with high rate or frequen y dependen y on diele tri onstants. Therefore,
they are known as relaxor ferroele tri s.
Ferroele tri materials, whi h are ommonly made of erami s are be oming a more interesting part of smart materials due to their appli ations in s ienti and engineering
area. MLC (Multilayer erami apa itors) whi h are widely used in ele troni s engineering have advantageous properties for high apa itan e due to their high diele tri
onstant of ferroele tri materials su h as PMN. Ferroele tri memories are another
signi ant implementation of ferroele tri erami s su h as FRAM (Ferroele tri random a ess memories). Although they have some manufa turing di ulties, ferroele tri mi roele trome hani al systems (MEMS) are also used in ferroele tri thin lms,
a elerometers and mi ro-mirrors [YNLBL01℄.

3.2.2 Piezoele tri ity
Piezoele tri phenomena are dire tly related to the mi rostru tural properties of materials. There are thousands of rystals in nature, whi h an be ategorized with 230
dierent mi ros opi symmetries. There are 32 point groups or ma ros opi symme-
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tries if only symmetry elements are taken into a ount. Table 3.2 shows rystal stru tures with orresponding point groups. Among these 32 point groups, there are 11
point groups, whi h have enter of symmetry in their latti e stru tures. There is one
point group, whi h has no enter of symmetry but an other symmetry ondition holds.
The remaining 20 point groups, whi h do not possess enter of symmetry, are known
as piezoele tri materials, be ause these point groups show polarity in their rystals
[Nye85℄. Figures 3.3, 3.2 illustrate rystals with and without enter of symmetry when
they are loaded with ompressive stress.

Crystal system
Cubi
Hexagonal
Trigonal
Tetragonal
Orthorhombi
Mono lini
Tri lini

Point groups

23,m3,432,43m,m3m
6,6,6/m,622,6mm,6m2,(6/m)mm
3,3,32,3m,3m
4,4,4/m,422,4mm,42m,(4/m)mm
222,mm2,mmm
2,m,2/m
1,1

Non- enter of symmetry
23,43m,432
6,6,622,6mm,6m2
3,32,3m
4,4,422,4mm,42m
222,mm2
2,m
1

Table 3.2: Categorization of rystallographi point groups (point groups given in itali
are piezoele tri )
In 1880, Curie brothers (Ja ques and Pierre Currie) observed piezoele tri ity, the denition of whi h was given at that time by having an ability of ertain materials to
produ e proportional ele tri al harge with respe t to the applied me hani al stress.
This denition is later used for only dire t piezoele tri ity, be ause su h materials also
show the ability of developing linear dependent me hani al strain or deformation when
an ele tri eld is applied. This is used for the terminology of onverse piezoele tri ity [JCJ71℄. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate the reverse and dire t piezoele tri ity. The
expressions of dire t and reverse piezoele tri ity without adding diele tri and elasti
properties are
Dk = dklm σlm

(3.2)

Sij = dnij En

(3.3)

Here, Dk denotes the ele tri displa ement, Sij is the me hani al strain, En is the
ele tri eld, σlm is the me hani al stress and dklm is the piezoele tri tensor.
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Figure 3.2: Tetragonal stru ture with enter of symmetry (a) and under ompressive
stress (b)
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Figure 3.3: Hexagonal stru ture without enter of symmetry (a) under ompressive
stress (b)
If elasti ity and diele tri properties are inserted, equations (3.4) and (3.5) in tensor
form be ome
Dk = dklm σlm + ǫσkn En

(3.4)

Sij = sE
ijlm σlm + dnij En

(3.5)
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where ǫσkn is the diele tri onstant and sijlm is the omplian e tensor. Supers ripts σ
on ǫ and E on ǫ illustrate the onditions of onstant me hani al stress and ele tri eld
respe tively.

E

E

Figure 3.4: Illustration of reverse piezoele tri ity

F
+

-

F
Figure 3.5: Illustration of dire t piezoele tri ity
Examples of some ommon piezoele tri materials are Quartz (SiO2), polyvinylidene
uoride (PVDF), zin oxide (ZnO) and lead zir onate titanate (Pb(Zr,Ti)O3 ).
Piezoele tri a tuators are one of the important parts of atomi for e mi ros opes
(AFM), whi h have been widely used in deriving topographi images of materials' surfa es or providing pi tures of atoms in the materials. Piezoele tri stages are integrated
in su h appli ations in order to be able to realize mi ro- and nano-positioning of the
samples to be analysed. Various x − y − z or x − y − θ rotational piezoele tri stages
have been implemented in pre ision measurement devi es espe ially in opti s due to
their high pre ise movements and senses under ontrol units.
When a low ele tri eld is applied to piezoele tri materials in the linear range but
with high frequen y, large me hani al strain an be a hieved due to resonan es of the
system. High amplitude of me hani al vibration will be generated by the appli ation
of alternating ele tri eld with the operating frequen y of resonan e whi h an be
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in kHz and even in MHz range. There has been an enormous in rease in the ultrasoni appli ation of piezoele tri materials, espe ially in the area of biomedi al s ien e
[Chr88℄. Ultrasoni imaging is one of the signi ant developments, whi h has been used
for the easy diagnosis of illness with very low adverse rea tion ompared to other medi al methods like x-rays. Piezoele tri resonators, vibrators, os illators and buzzers are
other important examples of piezoele tri appli ations whi h are operated in resonan e
frequen y modes.
When piezoele tri devi es are implemented in order to transform low voltage input
into high voltage output by inserting two pairs of ele trodes on the surfa es of two
dierently operated piezoele tri materials, these devi es are named as piezoele tri
transformers whi h were rst invented by Rosen [Ros56℄. They are simply onverting
ele tri al signals in high dynami al me hani al motions and then re onvert them into
ele tri al output. Re ent appli ations are mainly on entrated on laptops, where a high
power density is required.

3.2.3 Pyroele tri ity
There are ertain rystals whose spontaneous polarization values are sensitive to
hanges in temperature values. Su h materials are designated to have pyroele tri properties. Change of spontaneous polarization with respe t to temperature dieren e an
be shown by equation
δD = pδT

(3.6)

Here, p is the pyroele tri onstant. δD and δT are orresponding hanges in ele tri
displa ement and temperature. Pyroele tri oe ients an have a negative value, so
that the spontaneous polarization de reases when the temperature is in reased for su h
materials. As explained above, among 20 piezoele tri point groups 10 of them have
a dipole in their latti e stru ture whi h show thermal deformation namely pyroele tri ity. That is why all pyroele tri materials show also piezoele tri properties, but
a piezoele tri material is not ne essarily pyroele tri . Some examples of pyroele tri
material groups are CH2 CF2 , ZnO and Pb(Zr, Ti)O3 [Dam98℄.

3.2.4 Ele trostri tivity
As des ribed above, onverse piezoele tri materials have linear proportional strain
response to an ele tri eld. Sometimes a linear orrelation is not observed for some
rystalline materials. Me hani al strain is found to be proportional to the square of
the ele tri eld for ele trostri tive rystals (gure 3.6). In ontrast to piezoele tri
materials, ele trostri tive materials do not possess spontaneous polarization. A ording
to Cady' s denition, the sign of the deformation, whi h o urs with an applied ele tri
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eld, is proportional to a power fun tion of the ele tri eld [JCJ71℄, [Cad46℄. The
ele trostri tive phenomenon an be seen for all rystals although the ee t may be
very small. Then me hani al strain (S ) an be approximated by a quadrati fun tion
of the ele tri eld (E ) with the ele trostri tive oe ient (M ) as fa tor
(3.7)

S = M E2

Pb(Mg1/3 Nb2/3 )O3 -PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) and Pb(Ni1/3 Nb2/3 )O3 -PbTiO3 (PMN-PT) solutions show ele trostri tive behaviour with high me hani al strain under an ele tri al
eld. A tually, the latti e stru ture of PMN has enter of symmetry at zero ele tri eld. By the appli ation of ele tri eld, positive and negative harges separate
whi h leads to a strain whi h is dependent on the ele tri eld quadrati ally. However,
these materials have thermal limitations. Thereby, they annot be used in high performan e appli ations. Additionally, some piezoele tri materials like PLZT are often
alled ele trostri tive [Kkaj℄. These are some displa ement transdu ers made of PMN
ele trostri tive materials. Sin e su h materials have less hysteresis nonlinearity in strain
ompared to piezoele tri materials, they are more advantageous in appli ations. Furthermore, ele trostri tive materials are in luded in some intelligent appli ations like
roboti s, sonars and biote hnology.
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Figure 3.6: Me hani al strain versus ele tri eld urve, Newham et al. [NXKC90℄ for
(0.9 PMN-0.1PT) ele trostri tive material
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3.2.5 Magnetostri tivity
Magnetostri tive materials hange shapes or dimension under the inuen e of a magneti eld. Magnetostri tion was rst investigated by Joule in 1842. He observed the
deformation in Iron materials when they are subje t to magnetization. The prin iple
is the same as reverse piezoele tri ity. The only dieren e between them is the applied loading, whi h is a magneti eld in magnetostri tivity unlike an ele tri eld in
reverse piezoele tri ity. The relation between the me hani al strain and the magneti
eld is generally quadrati similar to the ele tri eld dependen e of ele trostri tive
materials [Smi05℄, [DSFF00℄ (gure 3.7). Like dire t piezoele tri ity, magneti properties (magnetization and permeability) of su h materials hange when they are loaded
me hani ally as well. Terfenol (Tbx Dy1−x Fe) are well known magnetostri tive alloys,
whi h are widely used in vibration and noise ontrol, high pre ise milling, thin lm
te hnology and as torque transdu ers in engineering appli ations [Dap02℄, [Smi05℄.
The linear governing equations for magnetostri tive materials are
S=

σ
+ qH
Ey

B = µH

(3.8)
(3.9)

Here, Ey is Young's modulus, q denotes magnetostri tive oupling oe ient, H refers
to magneti eld, B is magneti indu tion and µ is magneti permeability.

3.2.6 Shape memory ee t
Shape memory ee ts are observable for some alloys whi h try to re over their strain via
phase hange of latti e stru ture at a ertain temperature after being deformed me hani ally. Shortly, they have the ability to get their original shape before being strained by
temperature in rease. Most widely used shape memory alloys are Ni kel-Titanium (NiTi), Copper-aluminum-ni kel (CuAlNi), Copper-zin -aluminum (CuZnAl) and Ironmanganese-sili on (FeMnSi). Basi appli ations of them are in aerospa e engineering
for in reasing the performan e of wing properties (lift, drag), and in medi al te hnology
for mi ro-instruments (grasper).

3.3 Piezo erami materials
Ferroele tri and piezoele tri materials, whi h are ommonly made of erami s, have
be ome a highly interesting part of smart materials due to their appli ations in intelligent systems, espe ially in ele troni s and me hatroni s engineering area [TKU01℄.
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Figure 3.7: Me hani al strain versus magneti eld hysteresis urve for Terfenol-D
magnetostri tive material [Smi05℄, [DSFF00℄.

Vibration damping and noise ontrol [BHY98℄, pre ision positioning, mi ro-ma hining
[Del02℄, [YNG03℄, [CBKHSB02℄, inje tion me hanisms in ommon rail systems with
piezo ontrol in automobiles, ink-jet printers, thin lms [RMBG04℄, ommer ial sta k
a tuators and sensors and mi roele trome hani al systems (MEMS) are some examples
of usage of these materials in re ent years.
Piezo erami materials an be lassied into two types as soft and hard piezo erami s.
Soft and hard piezoele tri ity an be hara terised by the stability of domain walls during ele trome hani al loading. When domain walls move and domain swit hings o ur
well below 1 kV/mm ele tri al loading, the piezo erami material is dened as soft.
For su h soft piezo erami s, domain walls are very unstable. On the other hand, some
piezo erami s whose latti e stru ture undergoes domain swit hing only above 1 kV/mm
are alled hard [U h00℄. Soft piezo erami s have higher diele tri onstants, piezoele tri onstants and elasti onstants than hard ones. In PZT materials, donor-type ion
doping leads to piezo erami soft hara teristi s. Therefore, su h PZT materials have
large piezoele tri onstants. On the ontrary, lower-valent substituents provide rather
hard behaviour to PZT. Commer ial sensors and a tuators are basi appli ations of
hard piezoele tri s.
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3.3.1 Produ tion pro ess of piezoele tri materials
In this part, the main manufa turing pro ess of piezo erami materials, whi h are
often made up of poly rystalline erami s, are shortly explained. It is learly expe ted
that types and onditions of the pro ess have strong inuen e on the hara teristi s of
piezo erami material.
Firstly, raw material powders should be in ne parti le size (sub-mi rometer range) in
order to have better mixing. Compositional elements should have high homogeneity and
exa t amount for perfe t solid solution. BaTiO3 is produ ed from raw material powders
of BaO and TiO2 . Likewise, PbO, ZrO2 and TiO2 should be starting raw solutions for
preparation of PZT erami s. The mixing pro ess an generally be a omplished by
using ball milling.
Mixed powders are then heated up to 800 o C to remove impurities and obtain the desired hemi al rea tion and homogeneity for the solution. After the al ination pro ess,
milling and/or grinding methods of ma hining are used for shape forming.
Produ tion of various spe ial piezo erami materials requires additional pro esses su h
as pre ipitation, whi h is needed for better homogeneity of the nal piezo erami by
inserting an additional solution alled pre ipitant into mixing [JCJ71℄, [U h00℄, [Cer℄.
After forming the material into the desired shape, the solution is red again under the
melting point (1200 o C -1400 o C). The aim of su h ring whi h is known as sintering is
to in rease the erami density by the elimination diusion of the va an ies and pores
at the mi rostru tural level.
The last pro ess is ele troding for the appli ation of poling. Generally, layer of silver
materials are bonded to the piezo erami surfa e to whi h the ele tri eld will be
applied. The silver layers should be adhered strongly without allowing any gaps that
an redu e the ee tiveness of piezo a tuators and sensors. Other ele trode materials
whi h are ommonly used as ele trodes are gold, ni kel, opper and platinum elements
[JCJ71℄. In gure 3.8 a ow hart of the manufa turing pro ess of piezo erami materials
is illustrated.

3.3.2 Perovskite stru tures
The mi rostru tures of piezoele tri materials like ferroele tri s ontain spontaneous
polarization. Therefore, all piezoele tri materials are also onsidered to be ferroele tri
materials. Sin e some of the ferroele tri materials do not show a linear ele trome hani al behaviour, all ferroele tri materials annot be regarded as piezoele tri materials.
Most of the ommer ially used piezoele tri materials are poly rystalline ferroele tri s
su h as BaTiO3 , PZT and PLZT. These types of ferroele tri materials are in the group
of perovskite latti e stru tures whi h is in the form of ABO3 . The mi rostru ture of
su h perovskites is shown in gure 3.9. All piezoele tri materials are existing with a
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Figure 3.8: Flow hart of the manufa turing pro ess of piezo erami materials (Re tangles with dashed lines are pro esses that are required for various piezo erami s.)
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ubi rystal stru ture as long as they are above a ertain temperature alled Curie
temperature (Tc ). This is the transition temperature for su h materials to hange the
mi rostru ture form ubi to non- ubi (tetragonal or rhombohedral) when redu ing
the temperature. Most typi al perovskite ferroele tri stru tures have a Curie temperature between 120 o C and 300 o C. For example for BaTiO3 , this is 130 o C for and for
PIC 151 it is 250 o C. As it an be seen on the left side of gure 3.9, positive barium
atoms are lo ated at the orner of ubi elements. At the fa e enters six negative
oxygen atoms are pla ed. A positive titanium atom, whi h an move in the dire tions
of one of the negative oxygen atoms, is situated at the enter of the ubi element.
Su h positions of atoms inside ubi elements bring out equally lo ated positive and
negative harges whi h means that the distan e between the enter of negative harges
and the enter of positive harges is zero. On the other hand, on the right hand side of
gure 3.9 the positive titanium atom is no more at the enter of the latti e for the ase
of a temperature level whi h is less than the Curie temperature. This titanium atom
is now mu h nearer to one of the oxygen atoms than to the others.
In the lower part of gure 3.9 internal energies for both ubi and tetragonal elements
are illustrated. The internal energy of the ubi element has a minimum value when
the positive titanium atom is at the enter of the latti e stru ture. The energy is
in reasing for any other position of the titanium atom along the z axis. On the other
hand, there are two minimum energy levels for tetragonal elements. In ontrary to the
ubi stru ture, the energy of the tetragonal stru ture has no minimum energy if the
titanium atom is at the enter of the latti e.
In order to nd the polarization hara teristi s of both the ubi and the tetragonal
mi rostru ture one should al ulate the dipole moment, whi h is the total magnitude
of the harge times distan e between atoms with a dire tion from negative harge
towards positive harge. Figure 3.10 illustrates positions of harges inside a tetragonal
perovskite element. Sin e bc and a are the longitudinal and transverse dimensions of
the unit ell, d is the distan e from the positive titanium atom (Ti) to the enter of
the latti e and q is the ele tri al harge of titanium and oxygen atoms, dipole moment
in the positive z dire tion of negative oxygen and positive titanium atoms an be
al ulated as
Mz = q(

bc
bc
+ d) − q( − d) + 2aq tan(α) + 2aq tan(α)
2
2

Mz = 6qd

(3.10)
(3.11)

The resulting dipole moment is dire ted along the positive z dire tion. The summation
of dipole moments an els for x and y dire tions. The polarization, whi h is the result
of the net dipole moment per volume of the mi rostru ture in the latti e stru ture
during the phase transition, is alled the spontaneous polarization (P0 ). Due to the
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equally lo ated harges inside ubi elements, dipole moments an el ea h other in all

x, y and z dire tions. Therefore, there is no polarization inside a ubi latti e stru ture.
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Figure 3.9: Latti e stru ture of ubi and tetragonal elements of perovskite type ferroele tri s (BaTiO3) and orresponding internal energies
As explained above piezo erami materials at room temperature mostly exist in a
phase with tetragonal or rhombohedral latti e stru ture depending on the onstitutional elements of the material. The Curie temperature is the transition temperature
for ferroele tri and piezoele tri materials at whi h they start to hange their latti e
stru ture. When the temperature is above the Curie temperature, the latti e stru ture
is in the form of ubi elements, in whi h the net dipole moment is zero due to the
equally spa ed lo ations of atoms inside the latti e. This phase is alled the paraele tri
phase. The mi rostru ture of these materials transforms into a dierent type when the
temperature is redu ed below the Curie temperature. The new phase o urring after
this transition is alled the ferroele tri phase, in whi h there is a net non-zero dipole
moment (gure 3.10). In the ferroele tri phase, the latti e stru ture a tually distorts
from ubi to tetragonal. This leads to a me hani al strain, whi h is alled the spontaneous strain (S0 ). The spontaneous strain for a tetragonal stru ture in the dire tion
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Figure 3.10: Lo ations of atoms and dipole moment al ulation for perovskite type
tetragonal BaTiO3 stru tures.
of moving positive titanium atom (+z dire tion in gure 3.10) an be al ulated by
S0 =

b c − a0
a0

(3.12)

The positive atom in the enter of the unit ell an move in dire tion of one of the
negative atoms whi h are lo ated at the fa e enter of the tetragonal element. In the
ase of BaTiO3 , the titanium atom an move in dre tion of one of six oxygen atoms.
This is the reason for the possible orientations of the spontaneous polarization dire tion
inside a perovskite tetragonal element (gure 3.11).
A typi al phase diagram of ferroele tri materials is shown in gure 3.12 for the example of a PZT solid solution. There are 3 possible phase hanges a ording to the
ompositional per entage of PbZrO3 and PbTiO3 solutions. As seen in the diagram,
Zir onium elements lead to a mi rostru ture whi h is mostly a non-tetragonal stru ture below the Curie temperature. In the ase of a low per entage of titanium (from
I to II) the latti e stru ture is highly orthorhombi . When the amount of titanium
is in reased namely between 5 % to 45 % (from I to III), the mi rostru ture hanges
to rhombohedral. Finally, tetragonal latti e stru tures are mostly available when the
solution ontains more titanium than zir onium (from I to IV). Commer ially used
PZT materials are usually hosen from the region of IV due to its highly on entrated
tetragonal stru tures.
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Figure 3.11: Six possible domain orientations in 3-D illustration
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Figure 3.12: Phase diagram of PZT and ferroele tri phases [JCJ71℄
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3.3.3 Ferroele tri domains
In mi ro s ale of ferroele tri materials, latti e stru tures whi h have the same spontaneous polarization orientations form homogeneous regions. Su h uniformly distributed
a umulated latti e stru tures are alled ferroele tri domains. Many of these domains
onstitute the grains of the material. The boundary between two neighboring domains
is referred to as a domain wall. There exist two types of domain walls for perovskite
type ferroele tri materials. The domain wall separating oppositely oriented domains
are alled 180o domain wall. The se ond type of domain walls is separating domains
whi h have perpendi ular orientation to ea h other. Therefore, they are alled 90o
domain wall (gure 3.13). There are also ferroelasti domain walls between domains
with dierent spontaneous strain hara teristi s. Unlike 180o domain walls, 90o domain
walls an be both ferroele tri and ferroelasti . For the ase of rhombohedral stru tures,
there o ur three dierent domain walls whi h are 180o , 70.5o , 109.5o [Dam98℄.
Domain

180º Domain wall

Domain

90º Domain wall

Figure 3.13: Illustration of 90o and 180o domain walls
Looking losely at the mi ro-level of both piezoele tri and ferroele tri materials, it an
be seen that the unpoled material is omposed of randomly oriented grains due to the
omplex ele trome hani al onditions in mi ro-level (gure 3.14). Sin e the dire tion
of the polarization is more or less equally distributed in the virgin state, the average
polarization or me hani al strain of the bulk material is approximately zero. When the
material is subje t to a high external ele tri eld, the dire tions of all spontaneous
polarization ve tors are aligned in the dire tion of the ele tri eld by means of domain
swit hing of the grains. Sin e the dire tion of the polarization ve tor after domain
swit hing has to be in one of the lo al latti e axes, the polarization in general is not
parallel to the ele tri eld lo ally but has a omponent in dire tion of the ele tri
eld. The pro ess of applying a strong ele tri eld to ferroele tri materials in order
to align domains in the dire tion eld is alled poling. Figure 3.14 illustrates the grains
and domains for poly rystalline ferroele tri materials before and after poling. As it
an be observed in the gure there are still some domain walls inside grains whi h do
not have ompletely the same spontaneous polarization dire tion. Due to the dierent
me hani al and ele tri al boundary onditions of grains of poly rystalline ferroele tri
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materials, dire tions of spontaneous polarization ve tors an not be aligned ompletely
with the external applied ele tri al eld during poling. As a result, the ma ros opi
spontaneous polarization and strain values are smaller than for a single rystal.
Strain
change
X

X

X

E
X

X

X

X
X

Before poling

After poling

Figure 3.14: Grains and domains of poly rystalline ferroele tri materials before and
after poling.
Domain wall motion is the me hanism for the phase hange in grains of ferroele tri
materials during poling. Figure 3.15 illustrates both 180◦ and 90◦ domain wall motions
under the ee t of pure ele tri al loading. Domain wall movements inside grains will
result in a hange of orientation of the polarization, whi h will be the same dire tion
as the applied ele tri eld. As it an be observed in gure 3.15 that 180◦ domain
wall motion does not have any shape hange in the grain. On the ontrary, non-180◦
domain wall motions whi h are 90◦ for tetragonal and 70.5◦ or 109.5◦ for rhombohedral
stru tures give rise to strain hanges in the grain of ferroele tri materials.

3.3.4 Domain swit hing
As explained above, the ma ros opi behaviour of piezoele tri erami s annot be
des ribed by linear onstitutive equations when they are under high ele trome hanial elds. Domain swit hing in mi rostru tures is the main reason for the nonlinearity.
There are six possible orientations for the polarization in the latti e stru ture for a perovskite type tetragonal mi rostru ture. Therefore, only two types of domain swit hing
are possible. These are 90◦ and 180◦ domain swit hing the names of whi h are related
to the angle of rotation, whi h the position ve tor of the entral atom undergoes during
domain swit hing relative to its previous dire tion. (gure 3.16).
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Figure 3.15: 180◦ and 90◦ domain wall motions during phase hange of tetragonal
ferroele tri stru tures [Cro93℄.

3.3.5 Rhombohedral stru tures
As explained before, phases of poly rystalline piezoele tri materials an hange from
ubi to rhombohedral a ording to the onstitutional elements of the materials when
their operating temperature is redu ed below the Curie temperature (gure 3.17). Unlike perovskite type tetragonal elements, negative atoms are lo ated at the orner of the
latti e in rhombohedral stru tures. So the enter of positive atoms an have the possibility to move inside the latti e diagonally. There are four possibilities for lines along
whi h the enter atom an be displa ed in diagonal dire tion, whi h refer to eight different positions of the enter atom. Therefore, it is expe ted to have elongation through
the orner of the latti e stru ture, when the stru ture is under ele trome hani al loading. The angle between any of these diagonal ve tors inside the rhombohedral element
is 70.5o or 109.5o . There is no 90o domain swit hings like in tetragonal stru tures. So,
there are three dierent phase transformations with 180o swit hing in addition to 70.5o
or 109.5o swit hings.
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Figure 3.16: 90o -180o domain swit hing in the latti e stru ture of perovskite type tetragonal stru ture
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Figure 3.17: The latti e stru ture of ubi and rhombohedral stru tures above and
below the Curie temperature

3.3.6 Ferroele tri domain swit hing
An externally applied ele tri eld an ause a nonlinear domain swit hing with the
hange of the position of the entral atom, whi h is a titanium atom for BaTiO3
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when the magnitude of the ele tri eld is above the oer ive eld. Domain swit hing
whi h an o ur by a strong ele tri eld is alled ferroele tri domain swit hing. If
the applied ele tri eld is in the reverse dire tion of the spontaneous polarization
of the mi rostru ture, 180o ferroele tri domain swit hing will be produ ed. On the
other hand, if the appli ation of ele tri eld is in the perpendi ular dire tion of the
spontaneous polarization, the entral atom will orient in the same dire tion as the
ele tri eld that brings out 90o ferroele tri domain swit hing for tetragonal stru tures
or 70.5o and 109.5o ferroele tri domain swit hings for rhombohedral stru tures (gures
3.18, 3.19).

P0

Ferroelectric
180º switching

180º

P0

E0

E0
P0

90º
Ferroelectric
90º switching

P0

Figure 3.18: Ferroele tri domain swit hing (90o and 180o ) in a perovskite type tetragonal element under the ee t of an ele tri eld

3.3.7 Ferroelasti domain swit hing
As it an be seen in gure 3.20 domain swit hing an also be indu ed by the appliation of me hani al stress. This is alled ferroelasti domain swit hing. When the
applied me hani al stress ex eeds the oer ive stress value, the entral atom will reorient a ording to the magnitude and dire tion of the me hani al stresses. Unlike for
ferroele tri domain swit hing, only non-180o domain swit hings an be possible in the
ase of ferroelasti domain swit hing whi h is 90o for tetragonal stru tures and 70.5o
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Figure 3.19: Ferroele tri domain swit hing (70.5o and 109.5o ) in the latti e stru ture
of a rhombohedral element under the ee t of an ele tri eld
or 109.5o for rhombohedral stru tures. A tually, there are four possible 90o domain
swit hings when the tetragonal mi rostru ture is subje ted to pure ompressive stress.
Reoriented dire tion of the spontaneous polarization will be denitely in a dire tion
perpendi ular to the applied ompressive stress. The number of possible domain swit hings is redu ed to 2, if the applied me hani al stress is tensile. In this ase the dire tion
of domain swit hings is the same as the dire tion of the applied tensile stress (gure
3.20).
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Figure 3.20: Ferroelasti domain swit hing (90o ) in the latti e stru ture of perovskite
type tetragonal stru ture under the ee t of both ompressive and tensile me hani al
stresses

3.3.8 Ma ros opi properties
Figure 3.22 shows a typi al ma ros opi ele tri displa ement (D) versus ele tri eld
(E ) hysteresis urve for a quasi-stati , uni-axial ele tri al loading. The experiment
starts with the initially unpoled erami (virgin state) with zero ele tri displa ement.
During the simulation a y li , uni-axial ele tri eld is applied with a xed amplitude.
At the initial virgin state, the domains are distributed randomly. Orientations of spontaneous polarizations are sto hasti . Therefore, the resulting ma ros opi spontaneous
polarization and spontaneous strain are zero. When the ele tri eld is in reased gradually from zero at point 1, there is a linear in rease due to the diele tri response up
to point 2. The linear onstitutive equation (3.4) is valid in the region between 1 and
2 in whi h the ele tri eld is not high enough for domain swit hing. After this point,
there is a sudden nonlinear in rease in the polarization. The ele tri eld at point 2
is alled the oer ive ele tri eld for a virgin state. At this region domain swit hings
o ur, whi h is the main reason for the nonlinear behaviour of piezoele tri materials.
Domains are beginning to be oriented to the loading dire tion during oer ive ele tri eld level. In this region, the linear onstitutive equation is no longer valid. This
nonlinear response to the ele tri eld ontinues up to point 3, where the ele tri displa ement saturates for a further loading, be ause there are no more domains for whi h
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Figure 3.21: Ferroelasti domain swit hing (70.5o and 109.5o ) in the latti e stru ture of
a rhombohedral stru ture under the ee t of both ompressive and tensile me hani al
stresses
a domain swit hing is possible. As a result, no more domain swit hing an be observed
beyond this point. All the domains are aligned in loading dire tion. As a y li loading
is applied also the ele tri eld redu es quasi-stati ally. The ele tri displa ement dereases linearly with the ele tri eld until a zero ele tri loading is rea hed. This phase
is alled unloading. Although there are some ba k-swit hings among domains o uring
in this region, there is still a polarization, whi h is alled the remnant polarization (Pr )
at zero ele tri eld after one omplete loading. A linear response to the ele tri eld,
whi h is a tually in reasing its magnitude in negative dire tion, ontinues to point 4
whi h is the threshold point for the negative oer ive eld (−Ec ). A tually, the oerive eld is the ele tri eld where polarization or strain equals zero. The polarization
begins to de rease sharply again beyond this point up to point 5, where the piezoele tri material saturates again and the domains are fully aligned in the negative ele tri
eld dire tion. The ele tri eld is then redu ed in negative dire tion and in reased in
the positive dire tion to omplete the y li ele tri displa ement versus ele tri eld
hysteresis loop. A se ond time the remnant polarization (−Pr ) is observed in the un-
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loading from negative ele tri eld, when the applied ele tri eld is de reased to zero.
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Figure 3.22: Hysteresis urve

The me hani al longitudinal strain (S ) versus ele tri eld (E ) buttery urve is illustrated in gure 3.23. The lettered points in gure 3.23 orrespond to the same letters in
gure 3.22. There are three basi ee ts for resembling these urves to buttery shape.
One of them is the onverse piezoele tri ee t and the other two are domain swit hing and domain wall motions [Dam98℄. As the ele tri eld is in reased from zero, the
mi rostru tures expand a ording to equation (3.5). Beyond point 2, the expansion beomes nonlinear due to domain swit hing polarization hara teristi s. During unloading
after point 3, a linear ontra tion o urs for the fully poled saturated mi rostru ture.
Redu tion in strain ontinues up to point 4, where domain swit hing dominates again.
In some ases, point 4 an have a negative strain value whi h is due to 90o domain
swit hing. Ee ts of dierent types of domain swit hing on buttery urves will be
explained in hapter 6. Beyond point 4, in reasing the ele tri eld auses domains to
stret h instead of a further ontra tion. Therefore, the strain is in reasing in positive
dire tion up to the saturated point 5, although the applied ele tri eld is in reased
in negative dire tion. As the ele tri eld is again redu ed to zero, the urve interse ts at the positive remnant polarization. The remnant polarization is negative for
the hysteresis urve at the same lo ation. Now, when a positive ele tri eld is applied
to omplete the loop, mi rostru tures undergo the same experien e as for a loading in
negative dire tion. Point 6 be omes a turning point for the urve to in rease the strain.
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Figure 3.23: Buttery urve
Typi al me hani al longitudinal strain (S ) versus applied ompressive stress (σ ) for
piezo erami materials is shown in gure 3.24. The lettered points in gures 3.24 are
dierent from the letters in gures 3.22 and 3.23. The materials are initially at virgin
state without any remnant values. When the me hani al stress is in reased in negative
dire tion ( ompressive stress) from stage 1, there is a quasi-linear redu tion in strain
value up to stage 2. As the ompressive stress ex eeds some riti al value, the polarization begins to swit h and the material again shows a nonlinear redu tion in strain
value points 2 and 3. Further applied ompressive stress has quasi-linear redu tion to
a strain value due to saturation. After rea hing point 4, the material is unloaded to
zero stress. In this region, only small part of the domains swit h ba k. Therefore, the
redu tion in negative strain is in a quasi-linear manner, whi h results in a negative
remnant polarization at point 5.
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Figure 3.24: Typi al stress strain urve
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Chapter 4
Quasi-stati Models
As explained before, domain swit hing is dependent on the loading rate. If a triangular voltage is applied, then the frequen y of the y li loading ae ts the ma ros opi
hara teristi s of piezoele tri materials. Before explaining the details of rate dependen y, whi h will be implemented in the following hapter, a rate independent model
and the orresponding properties should be understood. In order to analyse rate independent ma ros opi properties of piezoele tri materials, one should implement a
quasi-stati loading whi h means that load in rements are applied su h that the time
between the in rements are su iently large so that the time dependen y an be negle ted. Quasi-stati loading for experimental and modelling of ferroele tri materials
is dened in su h a way that the appli ation of loading does not have any rate or time
dependent ee t on the mi rostru ture of materials. During quasi-stati modelling, an
adequate time is allowed for grains to omplete the domain swit hing. In this hapter,
a three-dimensional mi rome hani al model is presented with ma ros opi simulations
of piezoele tri materials whi h are subje t to quasi-stati , y li , uni-axial ele trome hani al loading.

4.1 Stru ture of the model
In this three-dimensional mi rome hani al model a bulk piezoele tri erami is onsidered, whi h onsists of 1000 regularly shaped elements ea h of whi h is assumed to
show the hara teristi s of an individual domain shown in gure 4.1. The rystal axes
and therefore the polarization dire tion in ea h grain has random orientation. In the
simulation these orientations of the grains are given statisti ally by using a random
generator of the dynami system simulation software program MATLAB. Randomness
of orientations is given to every element by means of Euler angles (α, β, γ ) whi h are
hosen to be equally distributed between 0 and 2π . A global oordinate system for the
bulk material and a lo al oordinate system for ea h element are introdu ed in order
53
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to transform the values obtained by the al ulations in the lo al oordinate systems to
global oordinates and vi e versa. Although it is lear that equally distributed Euler angles do not guaranty a uniform distribution of the polarization dire tions, it is ommon
to use these equally distributed Euler angles for su h simulations in mi rome hani al
models. Polarization, strain and ele tri eld given in lo al oordinates (xl , yl , zl ) in a
domain an be transformed to global oordinates (xg , yg , zg ) or vi e versa with the help
of the orresponding transformations R(α, β, γ ).

Real case

3-D Model (10x10x10)

Figure 4.1: 3-D mi rome hani al model in form of 1000 ubi elements ompared to
the real mi rostru ture

(4.1)

(xl yl zl )T = R(α, β, γ)(xg yg zg )T

The transformation matrix R(α, β, γ ) is al ulated by multipli ation of subsequent
three rotation matri es (Rz (α), Ry (β), Rz (γ)) the result of whi h is given by (4.2) and
(4.3).


c(α)
Rz (α) = −s(α)
0

s(α)
c(α)
0



0
c(β)
0 Ry (β) =  0
1
s(β)



0 −s(β)
c(γ)
1
0  Rz (γ) = −s(γ)
0 c(β)
0

s(γ)
c(γ)
0


0
0 (4.2)
1


c(α)c(β)c(γ) − s(α)s(γ) s(α)c(β)c(γ) + c(α)s(β) −c(γ)s(β)
R(α, β, γ) = −c(α)c(β)s(γ) − s(α)c(γ) s(α)c(β)s(γ) + c(α)s(γ) s(γ)s(β) 
c(α)s(β)
s(α)s(β)
c(β)


(4.3)
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Figure 4.2: Coordinate transformation by using Euler angles ZYZ onvention

where c and s mean osine and sine fun tions of the orresponding arguments.
For the rotation angles and axes, the Euler ZYZ onvention is onsidered, gure 4.2.
During the simulation, the external ma ros opi load applied in the model is assumed to
be equal to the load on ea h element of the bulk piezoele tri erami . Parameters of soft
PZT-51 material is hosen for getting a better mat h of the ele tri displa ement versus
ele tri eld urve to experimental results that are given in the literature [LFLH99℄.
The latti e onstants of PZT-51 erami are given in table 4.1. In order to simplify the
al ulations, the diele tri permittivity is assumed to be isotropi and the same for all
grains. The value for the diele tri permittivity (ǫ) is taken to be 6.0 10-8 F/m, whi h
is a typi al value for PZT materials. The spontaneous polarization value is taken as 0.3
C/m2 . At ea h element, in addition to the piezoele tri linear onstitutive equation, the
non-linear domain swit hing model is also implemented. During the rst simulations
a y li , uni-axial, quasi-stati ele tri eld is applied with a maximum absolute value
of 2 kV/mm amplitude without any me hani al loading. The starting point for the
rst y le is at zero ele tri eld for the unpoled virgin bulk piezoele tri erami . The
domain swit hing at ea h element is determined by using the ele trome hani al energy
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riterion that was presented before by Hwang et al. [HLM95℄.
(4.4)

∆Pi Ei + ∆Sij σij ≥ 2Ec Pc

In this relation, Ei and σij are ele tri eld and me hani al stress, Ec is the oer ive
ele tri eld, Pc is the riti al value of the spontaneous polarization. Both Ec and Pc
are dependent on the piezoele tri material onstants. ∆Pi and ∆Sij are the polarization and me hani al strain hange during domain swit hing, orrespondingly. During
the rst part of the simulation only an external ele tri eld is applied, the external
me hani al stress is taken to be zero. Therefore, on the left side of the inequality,
the me hani al stress term vanishes. A ording to this ele trome hani al energy riterion, domain swit hing o urs if the hange of energy is higher than a ertain riti al
threshold. During the simulation, the same energy levels are assumed for 90◦ and 180◦
domain swit hings, whi h an be dierent from ea h other for the real ase. In following
hapters, this assumption will not be taken into a ount where energy levels for the
threshold of domain swit hing will be assumed to be related to intergranular ee ts.
Therefore, the ele trome hani al equation will be hanged and not used anymore.

Latti e onstants Dimensions (nm)
a0 ( ubi )

a (tetragonal)
bc (tetragonal)

0.4071
0.4055
0.4102

Table 4.1: Latti e onstants of PZT-51 erami s used in the simulations under quasistati loading [LFLH99℄.
Another important nonlinearity of piezo erami materials arises due to intergranular
ee ts whi h is going to be explained deeply and mi rome hani ally in the following
hapter. Sin e the orientations of the spontaneous polarization of all grains are dierent from ea h other during both virgin and fully poled state, me hani al stresses are
expe ted to o ur at the grain boundaries. This is even more apparent in the domain
swit hing range. Therefore, lo al values of the loading, whi h an be the ele tri eld or
the me hani al stress an be mu h dierent in neighbouring grains, so that a domain
swit hing an o ur even at levels of the ma ros opi loading, whi h are well below
the oer ive eld. Be ause of this reason the orresponding nonlinearities an be observed even in a small ele trome hani al loading range. In order to take into a ount
intergranular ee ts phenomenologi ally, a ertain probability for domain swit hing
is introdu ed in the des ribed model. In the present model, a probability for domain
swit hing an be any fun tion for whi h the probability is high near the oer ive eld
strength and low far away from it. The fun tion should ontain parameters, whi h an
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be adjusted in order to t the simulation results to experimental results. The probability for domain swit hing is taken to be a polynomial fun tion of some degree (n) of
the ratio of the absolute values of the a tual applied free energy and the riti al energy
equation (4.5) - (4.6).
p(Ei ) = (

Ei ∆Pi n
)
2Ec Pc

p(Ei ) = 1

|Ei | < |Eci |

(4.5)

|Ei | ≥ |Eci |

(4.6)

Ec and Pc values are assumed to be the same as the oer ive ele tri eld value and
spontaneous polarization value orrespondingly. The value of the probability (p) is
varying between 0 and 1 a ording to the applied ele tri eld (gure 4.3). When the
applied ele tri eld is greater than or equal to the oer ive ele tri eld, the probability value is taken as 1. In the des ribed model n is an unknown parameter the value of
whi h an be hosen arbitrarily in order to get optimum mat hing of the results to experimental data. When the value of n is in reased, the probability for domain swit hing
is de reased as seen in gure 4.3. Probability for domain swit hing is de reased more
when higher n values are used and nally probability is redu ed to zero under oer ive
eld level for n towards innity. In the simulations n has been hosen to be two, three,
four or ve. Other fun tions for the probability like exponential or hyperboli fun tions
may also be used in the simulations. However the present simulations are restri ted to
polynomials and other probability fun tions are not implemented in this paper.
A ording to the probabilisti approa h, domain swit hing only depends on equation
(4.5), if the applied free energy is smaller than the riti al energy. So, with this polynomial fun tion the probability for a domain to swit h its polarization dire tion is
more and more in reasing, if the applied ele tri eld is approa hing the level of the
oer ive ele tri eld. For a loading higher than the oer ive eld, equation (4.6) is automati ally satised, whi h means that the domain swit hing o urs in any ase. For
example, if the applied ele tri eld Ei is 0.4 kV/mm and the polarization hange ∆Pi
whi h is assumed to have the same magnitude as the riti al value of the spontaneous
polarization Pc is 0.3. When oer ive eld (Ec ) is 0.676 kV/mm and n is hosen to be
3, then P (0.4) equals 0.026. So we have 2.6 % of probability of domain swit hing. In
the simulation ode, random generators are implemented a ording to this result in
order to give a orresponding per entage of domain swit hing. Therefore, 26 elements
are estimated to have domain swit hing among 1000 elements with this relative loading
when the applied ele tri eld (E ) is 0.4 kV/mm.
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p(Ei)
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E

Figure 4.3: Probability of domain swit hing with respe t to the ele tri eld as a
fun tion of the polynomial fun tion.

Bulk material

E

Electrical loading

Figure 4.4: Ele tri al loading with a y li ele tri eld.

4.2 Ele tri al loading
In this se tion, only ele tri loading without any me hani al stress is onsidered. During
the simulation a y li , uni-axial ele tri eld is applied with a maximum absolute
amplitude value of 2 kV/mm. The ele tri al loading of the bulk material is illustrated
in gure 4.4. Figure 4.5 shows a polarization (ele tri displa ement) versus ele tri eld
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hysteresis urve without onsidering a probability fun tion in the simulation for quasistati loading. As an be seen in this gure the polarization urve has a sharp orner
near the oer ive ele tri eld, whi h is the main dieren e of the model ompared
to experimental data. Figure 4.6 illustrates the hysteresis urve with a third order
polynomial (n = 3) for the probability fun tion. Figure 4.7 is the urve from the model
in whi h a fourth order polynomial (n = 4) for the probability fun tion is implemented.
Smoothness of the urves near the oer ive ele tri eld levels an be observed easily
from gures 4.6 and 4.7 ompared to gure 4.5. A omparison of the simulation with
experimental data whi h was measured by Lu et al. [LFLH99℄ is also given (gure
4.8). The simulated results obtained with a fth order (n = 5) probability fun tion t
better to experimental results than those urves, whi h were simulated without using
the probabilisti approa h.

Figure 4.5: Hysteresis urve without probability fun tion.
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the simulated ma ros opi me hani al strain versus ele tri
eld buttery urves. In order to get su h buttery urves, one should assume dierent energy levels for the threshold of domain swit hing, be ause nonlinear redu tion
during oer ive ele tri eld level an only be simulated with mu h more 90o domain
swit hing than 180o domain swit hing for tetragonal ferroele tri s in mi rome hani al
modelling. At this point, ele trome hani al energy requirement for 90o domain swit hing is assumed to be half of the one for 180o domain swit hing. Be ause, only 90o
domain swit hing gives hange in me hani al strain. The right hand side of inequality
(4.4) is hanged and redu ed to only Pc Ec instead of 2Pc Ec for the ase of 90o domain
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Figure 4.6: Hysteresis urve with third order polynomial for the probability fun tion.

Figure 4.7: Hysteresis urve with fourth order polynomial for the probability fun tion.
swit hing. This leads to the energy inequality given in equation (4.7). Equation (4.8)
remains the same as equation (4.4) whi h is applied for 180o domain swit hing energy
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Simulated
Measured
(Lu et al. 99)

Figure 4.8: Comparison between simulation (fth order polynomial for the probability
fun tion) and measured data [LFLH99℄.
level. Although su h assumptions of energy levels for dierent domain swit hings are
very simple, it is just implemented for understanding the probabilisti hara teristi s
of the model in buttery urves. As explained before, this assumption will not be used
anymore in the following hapters. Instead, a new method is introdu ed, whi h overs
intergranular ee ts in ele trome hani al energy equations.
∆Pi Ei + ∆Sij σij ≥ Ec Pc ,

for 90o domain swit hing

(4.7)

∆Pi Ei + ∆Sij σij ≥ 2Ec Pc ,

for 180o domain swit hing

(4.8)

Figure 4.9 shows a buttery urve without onsidering a probability fun tion in the
simulation. As an be seen in the gure the ma ros opi me hani al strain is responding
sharply like the polarisation urve in gure 4.5 near the oer ive ele tri eld. Figure
4.10 is the buttery urve of the model with a probabilisti approa h, in whi h a fth
order polynomial (n = 5) for the probability fun tion is implemented. In addition to the
spontaneous polarization, a value of 0.0012 (0.12%) is hosen as a spontaneous strain
for ea h element [DAS04℄. The smoothness of the urves in the range of the ele tri
eld in whi h domain swit hing o urs is similar to the smoothness of the polarization
urves.
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Figure 4.9: Buttery urve without probability fun tion.
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Figure 4.10: Buttery urve with fth order polynomial for the probability fun tion.
The energy requirement for the threshold of dierent types of domain swit hing an
hange the behaviour of the buttery urve drasti ally. Unlike the hysteresis urve,
the hara teristi s of the buttery urve is highly dependent on 90o domain swit hing,
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whi h is the main ause of the tip properties of the urve. If the ele trome hani al
energy level for 90o domain swit hing is hosen mu h lower than 180o domain swit hing,
the domain swit hings are mostly dominated by two 90o instead of one omplete 180o
domain swit hing. Therefore, tips of buttery urve will even have negative strain values
during the loading in both dire tions. In order to understand the ee ts of the type of
domain swit hing, the ele trome hani al energy requirement for 180o domain swit hing,
equation (4.9), is assumed to be 5 times higher than for a 90o domain swit hing,
equation (4.10). The parameters of the equations (4.9)-(4.10) are taken to be the same
as the ones in equations (4.7)-(4.8). In this simulation, the probabilisti approa h is not
implemented. Figure 4.11 shows this simulation of the buttery urve. It an be easily
observed that the beginning of the domain swit hing in gure 4.11 is sharper and the
strain value is de reasing in a smaller ele tri eld range around the oer ive eld level
ompared to gures 4.9 and 4.10. The reason is that su h ele trome hani al energy
equations favour 90o domain swit hing at the oer ive ele tri eld level in gure 4.11.
Sin e the energy requirement for the threshold of a 180o domain swit hing is so high,
the buttery urve is smooth just after the urve is passing through the deepest strain
value. Therefore, 180o domain swit hing will ontinue in a high ele tri al loading range
and extend to the saturation value at the maximum amplitude of the loading whi h is
2 kV/mm.
∆Pi Ei + ∆Sij σij ≥ 5Ec Pc ,

for 180o domain swit hing

∆Pi Ei + ∆Sij σij ≥ Ec Pc ,

for 90o domain swit hing

(4.9)
(4.10)

4.3 Stress-strain and stress-polarization relations
As explained before, there may be ferroelasti domain swit hings, whi h are only possible as 90o swit hings for a perovskite type tetragonal stru ture when they are subje ted
to a me hani al loading instead of an ele tri al one. Unlike ferroele tri domain swit hing, ferroelasti domain swit hing a ompanies high strain output at the level of the
oer ive me hani al stress (σc ).
In the following, the non-linear me hani al stress versus longitudinal strain urve for
poly rystalline piezoele tri materials are simulated by the appli ation of a me hani al
stress, whi h is ompressive, uni-axial and quasi-stati (gure 4.11). In this part of the
simulation, the ele tri al loading is kept onstant and zero (E = 0). The ompressive
stress is applied starting from zero to a maximum of 100 MPa. The stress- strain urve
is simulated only for the ase of a fully poled piezo erami material. Therefore, the
me hani al loading is not bipolar and y li like in the hysteresis and buttery simulations. The simulations are performed both with and without a probabilisti approa h,
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Figure 4.11: Buttery urve assuming an energy requirement for a 180o domain swit hing whi h is ve times higher than for a 90o domain swit hing

s

Bulk material

s

Mechanical loading

Figure 4.12: Me hani al loading with a onstant ompressive stress.
equations (4.11) and (4.12). Figure 4.13 shows fun tions of the probability of domain
swit hing with respe t to the applied me hani al stress by using various n values for
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the ase of a probabilisti approa h in the simulation.
p(σij ) = (

σij ∆Sij n
)
2σc Sc

p(σij ) = 1

|σij | < |σc |

(4.11)

|σij | ≥ |σc |

(4.12)

p(sij)

1

n=1
n=2
n=3
n=4
n=∞

sc

sij

Figure 4.13: Probability of domain swit hing with respe t to the me hani al stress as
a fun tion of the exponential.
The material parameters whi h are used in the simulations are identi al to the ones
used for hysteresis and buttery simulations. The oer ive me hani al stress is assumed
to be 20 MPa. The spontaneous strain is taken as 0.2 %.
Figure 4.14 shows the orresponding stress-strain urve, in whi h a probabilisti approa h is not implemented. As expe ted the stress-strain urve near the oer ive mehani al stress range has a sharp edge, whi h is not the ase in the experimental
stress-strain urve. Simulations with third (n = 3) and fourth (n = 4) order probability fun tions are plotted in gures 4.15 and 4.16. These urves are smoother than
gure 4.16.
Figure 4.17 illustrates the best mat hing of the stress-strain urve with a seventh order
(n = 7) probabilisti approa h with the experimental urve whi h are taken from Lu
et al. [LFLH99℄.
Similarly, the ele tri al displa ement or ma ros opi polarization of piezo erami materials are inuen ed by the appli ation of a ompressive stress. Figures 4.18, 4.19, 4.20
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Figure 4.14: Stress strain urve without probabilisti approa h.

Figure 4.15: Stress strain urve with third order polynomial for the probability fun tion.
and 4.21 show the ompressive stress versus ele tri displa ement urves at zero ele tri eld for initially fully poled materials. At the beginning of the loading from zero
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Figure 4.16: Stress strain urve with fourth order polynomial for the probability fun tion.

Simulated
Measured
(Lu et al. 1999)

Figure 4.17: Comparison between simulation (seventh order polynomial for the probability fun tion) and measured data [LFLH99℄.
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to the oer ive me hani al stress, it is observed that there is a linear de rease in the
ele tri displa ement. This is due to the linear piezoele tri ee t, whi h is ma ros opi ally positive in the fully poled ase. Therefore, when the loading is in reased up to
the oer ive me hani al stress, there is a linear de rement in the ele tri displa ement
value (refer to dire t piezoele tri ee t, D = dσ ). As soon as the oer ive me hani al
eld is a hieved, the ferroelasti domain swit hing o urs. These swit hings are mainly
90o domain swit hings for perovskite type tetragonal stru tures. During 90o domain
swit hing, there are two possible swit hing dire tions, whi h an produ e either positive or negative polarization, but the same strain values. Thereby, the dire tions of the
spontaneous polarization of grains or domains be ome random when the saturation
level of the stress is rea hed. When the applied ompressive stress is released from
the fully depolarised state, the ele tri displa ement response is nearly independent
of the ompressive stress, be ause depolarised domains or randomly oriented domains
are ma ros opi ally leading to a piezoele tri onstant of zero value. Therefore, it is
expe ted that the material does not have a dire t linear piezoele tri ee t.
Figure 4.18 shows the urve of the ompressive stress versus ele tri displa ement in
loading dire tion without implementation of a probabilisti approa h. Figures 4.19 and
4.20 show the same urves with third (n = 3) and fourth (n = 4) order probability fun tions orrespondingly. Finally, gure 4.21 illustrates the omparison of simulation and
experimental urves [LFLH99℄ of the ompressive stress as a fun tion of the ele tri displa ement. In this simulation a sixth (n = 6) order probability fun tion is implemented
for the omparison.

Electric displacement (C/m2)

Figure 4.18: Stress-ele tri displa ement urve without probabilisti approa h
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Electric displacement (C/m2)

Figure 4.19: Stress-ele tri displa ement urve with third order polynomial for the
probability fun tion
(fourth order)

Electric displacement (C/m2)

Figure 4.20: Stress-ele tri displa ement urve with fourth order polynomial for the
probability fun tion
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Simulated
Measured
(Lu et al. 1999)

Electric displacement (C/m2)

Figure 4.21: Comparison between simulation (sixth order polynomial for the probability
fun tion) and measured data [LFLH99℄.

4.4 Ele tri eld and onstant ompressive stress
Most ommer ial piezoele tri a tuators whi h are used in industrial appli ations are
operated under high me hani al loading onditions. Therefore, it is required to analyse
the ee ts of a me hani al stress on the loading of piezoele tri materials. In this se tion, the ma ros opi properties of piezoele tri erami s are analysed when a onstant
ompressive stress is applied in the same dire tion as the ele tri eld, gure 4.22. The
experimental results, whi h are given in literature show that if a xed high ompressive
stress is applied during a y li ele tri al loading of piezoele tri erami s, there are
three basi dieren es, whi h are observed in the ele tri displa ement versus ele tri
eld hysteresis urve. The rst observation is the de reasing of the oer ive ele tri
eld value, whi h is the threshold for domain swit hing. The reason for this behaviour is explained by the types of domain swit hings (90◦ and 180◦ ) under the loading
of a ompressive stress. It is experimentally proofed that there o ur mu h more 90◦
domain swit hings under a me hani al loading than without any me hani al loading.
The basi reason for the de reasing of the oer ive ele tri eld level is the redu tion
of energy required for domain swit hing for the rst 90◦ domain swit hing due to the
stress distribution inside the mi rostru ture of the material. On the other hand, this
stress distribution in the same mi rostru ture of the piezoele tri erami in reases
the energy required for the se ond 90◦ domain swit hing (gure 4.23). Thereby, the
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total range of the ele tri eld in whi h domain swit hing o urs is enlarged for the
ase of a ompressive stress ompared to the no stress ase. The domain swit hing
range is linearly in reasing with the magnitude of the applied ompressive stress. For
a better explanation one latti e stru ture of a piezoele tri erami after applying a
xed ompressive stress and a y li ele tri eld is onsidered. The me hani al stresses
(σ1 > σ2 > σ3 ) and ele tri elds (E1 > E2 > E3 ) are assumed to be like in lo al oordinates (x1 , x2 , x3 ) of the latti e stru ture in gure 4.22. For some mi rostru tures the
internal me hani al stresses an be tensile, be ause of the orientations of lo al dire tions of the mi rostru tures. Therefore, the se ond term of the left side of the energy
relation in equation (4.4) an be ome positive for the rst 90◦ domain swit hing of
the piezoele tri erami material. Then three energy relations for domain swit hings
in orresponding three lo al dire tions of the latti e stru ture an be ordered for a
low ele tri eld as E3 ∆P + σ3 ∆S ≥ E2 ∆P + σ2 ∆S ≥ E1 ∆P + σ1 ∆S . When the
riti al energy is a hieved for the third lo al dire tion of the latti e stru ture, a 90◦
domain swit hing o urs. After the rst domain swit hing, with in reasing ele tri
eld the inequality energy relation for the se ond 90◦ domain swit hing is expe ted
to ex eed the energy threshold value. When the ele tri eld is in reased, the energy
inequality relation reverses due to the dominan e of the ele tri eld in lo al dire tions
E1 ∆P + σ1 ∆S ≥ E2 ∆P + σ2 ∆S ≥ E3 ∆P + σ3 ∆S . For the se ond 90◦ domain swit hing, a higher ele tri eld is required to over ome the negative ee t of the ompressive
stress in the energy equation in lo al dire tion 1. Therefore, the me hani al stress in
dire tion 1 dis ourages the se ond 90◦ domain swit hing.
The se ond major inuen e of the onstant ompressive stress is the redu tion of the
remnant and saturation polarization values of the ma ros opi ele tri displa ement
versus ele tri eld urve. This phenomenon is explained by the negative ee t of
the me hani al stress term in the linear onstitutive equation (3.4). As it an be seen
from this equation, the magnitude of remnant and saturation polarization is de reasing
proportionally when the magnitude of the applied ompressive stress is in reased.
A nonlinear hanging of the piezoele tri oe ient is the third important ee t when
a ompressive stress is applied. A ording to experiments [Lyn96℄, there is no linear
orrelation between the applied me hani al stress and the piezoele tri oe ient (dijk ),
whi h is assumed to be related to the ma ros opi spontaneous polarization value
shown in equation (4.13) during the simulations. The piezoele tri onstant is assumed
to behave transversely isotropi as mentioned before. The value of the piezoele tri
onstant (d) in the loading dire tion is taken to be 3.0 10−9 (m/V).
In this model, it is also tried to simulate the ma ros opi ele tri displa ement versus
ele tri eld urve under a onstant ompressive stress. In the simulations the onstant
ompressive stress values are hosen as 20 MPa and 40 MPa.
Figures 4.24, 4.25 and 4.26 show the ele tri displa ement versus ele tri eld hysteresis urves with and without probability fun tions for piezoele tri erami s that have
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Figure 4.22: Ele trome hani al loading, y li ele tri eld with onstant ompressive
stress.
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Figure 4.23: Latti e stru ture under onstant ompressive stress with ele tri eld and
domain swit hing possibilities.
a tetragonal perovskite type mi rostru ture subje t to 20 MPa onstant ompressive
stress with y li uni-axial quasi-stati ele tri eld. Figure 4.24 demonstrates a hys-
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teresis urve, whi h was simulated without taking into onsideration the probability
fun tion. It an be seen easily that there are two stepwise hanges of the ele tri displa ement near both the loading and the unloading oer ive ele tri eld levels. This
behaviour is explained by the dierent types of domain swit hings (90◦ and 180◦ ) due
to the ee t of the ompressive stress. The rst step during the domain swit hing range
is dominated by a rst 90◦ domain swit hing, whi h is en ouraged by the ompressive
stress in the mi rostru tures due to the ele trome hani al energy equation. In a real
experimental ase, su h a stepwise in reasing is not so apparent. Therefore, the author
has on e more used probability fun tions in the simulations in order to have a better
mat hing with the experimental urve. Figures 4.25 and 4.26 have been obtained by
using third and fourth order polynomials for the probability fun tions. Espe ially gure 4.25 mat hes the orresponding experimental urve. An in reased swit hing period
range and de reased ma ros opi remnant and saturation polarization values are well
approximated in these simulations [DAS05℄.
dijk = d

Pi
Psi

(4.13)

s = 20 MPa

Simulated
Measured
(Lu et al. 99)

Figure 4.24: Comparison between simulation (without probability fun tion) and measured data.
A higher me hani al loading ase has been also simulated and ompared with experimental data. Figure 4.27 shows the hysteresis urve with 40 MPa onstant ompressive
stress using a third order polynomial for the probability fun tion with orresponding
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s = 20 MPa

Simulated
Measured
(Lu et al. 99)

Figure 4.25: Comparison between simulation (third order polynomial for the probability
fun tion) and measured data.

s = 20 MPa

Simulated
Measured
(Lu et al. 99)

Figure 4.26: Comparison between simulation (fourth order polynomial for the probability fun tion) and measured data.
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experimental data. As the onstant ompressive stress is in reased, the period of domain swit hing is enlarged, whi h is approximated well in the simulation. However, the
magnitude of the hange of ma ros opi ele tri displa ement or remnant polarization
has been overestimated.

s = 40 MPa

Simulated
Measured
(Lu et al. 99)

Figure 4.27: Comparison between simulation (third order polynomial for the probability
fun tion) and measured data.

4.5 Con luding remarks
Chara teristi s of perovskite type tetragonal poly rystalline piezoele tri erami s have
been simulated by using a three dimensional mi rome hani al model under uni-axial
quasi-stati high ele tri y li loading and onstant ompressive stress. A piezoele tri
linear onstitutive model and nonlinear domain swit hing with probability fun tions
have been implemented in the model. By using this probability fun tion, the inuen e of
intergranular stress an be assumed to be taken into a ount phenomenologi ally. The
ele tri displa ement versus ele tri eld urves, using probability fun tions do better
mat h to the experimental hysteresis urves than simulation results in whi h probability
fun tions have not been used. Piezoele tri erami s under xed ompressive stress have
been deeply investigated in this hapter. Hysteresis urves under dierent onstant
ompressive stress values are also simulated. In the next hapter, the model will be
implemented to get rate dependent properties of su h materials with various alternating
loading onditions.
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Chapter 5
Rate dependent model
5.1 Relaxation time and frequen y
In experiments it an be found that the response of ferroele tri materials to applied
ele trome hani al loading is not rate independent. The time required for dipole reversal
or domain swit hing in ferroele tri materials is alled relaxation time and its re ipro al
is the relaxation frequen y [RCW76℄. Experiments and models for the quasi-stati loading ase annot explain the rate dependent hara teristi of su h materials. Therefore,
quasi-stati relations will not be valid for high dynami loadings with fast hanging
ele tri elds. Figure 5.1 illustrates an experimental observation of polarizability of a
typi al diele tri material with respe t to the frequen y of the loading. In these experiments a triangular ele tri eld is applied. It an be seen from gure 5.1 that the total
polarizability of the material redu es with in reasing frequen y of the applied eld if
the frequen y ex eeds the relaxation frequen y of the material [RCW76℄,[MM37℄.

5.2 Rate dependent model
Early experiments to determine the dependen e of the ele tri eld and the temperature
on the swit hing time and the swit hing urrent were performed by Merz [Mer54℄
for BaTiO3 single rystals. In addition he explained the swit hing me hanism as the
nu leation of new domains and a growth pro ess with domain wall motion. For an
applied onstant ele tri eld, a redu tion of the swit hing time and thus an in reasing
swit hing urrent is observed for in reasing temperatures at whi h the experiments
were performed. This means that the nu leation of domains and the growth pro ess
are faster at higher temperatures. Likewise, the dependen e of the swit hing time and
the urrent on the applied ele tri eld and the oer ive eld at a xed temperature is
observed. As an be seen in gure 5.2 the swit hing time is dependent on the applied
77
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Figure 5.1: Polarizability of typi al diele tri material as a fun tion of the frequen y of
the applied ele tri eld.
ele tri eld hyperboli ally. The time ne essary for domain swit hing is de reasing with
respe t to the ele tri eld. It an also be on luded from these experiments that the
re ipro al of the swit hing time in reases when the applied ele tri eld is in reased
[Mer54℄. One of the rst publi ations on the simulation of the rate dependen y of
polarization urves for BaTiO3 was given by Landauer et al. [LYD56℄. They used the
observations of Merz [Mer54℄, in whi h the rate of swit hing was basi ally expressed as
an exponential fun tion of the applied ele tri eld. Although the swit hing pro ess was
not determined learly as a nu leation with further domain expansion, they managed to
illustrate the hange of the oer ive eld due to dierent loading rates. The minimum
oer ive ele tri eld was found for the lowest loading rate.
It is known from literature that domain swit hing starts inside a domain of the piezoele tri material at a riti al level of either the applied ele tri al eld or the me hani al
stress. The generation of the new phase during the domain swit hing pro ess an be
separated into two parts: nu leation and kineti s of the new phase [AKK94℄. The beginning of the nu leation of the new phase is assumed to take pla e at the threshold of
the riti al energy. The propagation of the new phase is dominated by the motion of
the phase boundary between the old and the new nu leated phases [Arl96S℄, [Arl96A℄,
[Arl97℄. The propagation of the new phase is determined by a so alled kineti s relation. The ompletion of domain swit hing inside the domain requires a ertain time
period. The simulation of piezoele tri materials for quasi-stati loading uses the assumption of omplete domain swit hing inside the domains during ea h in remental
loading step. When the loading is faster, the time between two su essive loading steps
is not adequate for a omplete domain swit hing. Therefore, the overall ele tri dis-
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Figure 5.2: Swit hing time and re ipro al of it with respe t to applied ele tri eld.
pla ement and strain versus ele tri eld urves will hange for y li loadings with
in reasing frequen ies. For the propagation of the new phase, linear kineti s theory is
used in this thesis. Due to linear kineti s theory, there is a riti al time step (∆tl )
during the simulation. This limit time is the time, whi h the phase boundary needs to
propagate ompletely through the domain whenever nu leation has been initiated. It
is a material, temperature and eld dependent parameter. If the time interval between
two subsequent in remental steps is larger than this riti al time period, the phase
boundary an ompletely propagate through the domain, i.e. the swit hing pro ess an
be ompleted. If the time between two simulation steps is smaller than the limit time
(∆tl ), then the swit hing pro ess in the grain is not nished after one simulation step.
For a simulation of the quasi-stati ase the time step in the simulation should be
greater than the limit time (∆tl )

5.3 Rate dependent y li ele tri loading
The limit time (∆tl ) an be expressed with respe t to the ele tri eld, eqn. (5.1),
whi h is bipolar, y li , uni-axial and triangular in a shape shown in gure 5.3.
∆tl =

C
E − Ec

(5.1)

In equation 5.1, C is a material onstant, whi h depends on temperature [Mer54℄. Its
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Figure 5.3: Cy li triangular ele tri eld.
values with respe t to various temperature levels for piezoele tri erami s with 10 mm
thi kness are tabulated in table 5.1.
Parameter, C(kV/mm) Temperature (o C)
0.0036
23
0.0027
50
0.0018
75
0.0008
100
Table 5.1: Material parameter values (C) under various temperature levels [Mer54℄.
In the simulation the frequen y of the applied ele tri eld is given by
fE =

1
TE

(5.2)

where TE is the period a ording to Figure 5.3. The rate of hange of the ele tri eld
(Ė ) is given in gure 5.3 with the amplitude Eb of the ele tri eld a ording to
Ė = ±

b
b
4E
2E
b E
=±
= ±4Ef
TE /2
TE

(5.3)

During the simulation the in rements of the ele tri eld ∆E between dierent loading steps are given expli itly. In Figure 5.4 it an be seen that su h an in rement
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orresponds to a time step ∆ts for whi h
∆ts =

∆E
∆E
=
b E)
Ė
(4Ef

(5.4)

holds. This is the simulation time step.

E

DE

Dts

t

Figure 5.4: Loading steps (∆E, ∆ts )
Equation (5.4) shows that the time step ∆ts is de reasing for in reasing frequen ies
of the ele tri eld. It has to be mentioned that ∆E and Eb is kept onstant for the
simulations. If ∆ts is smaller than ∆tl a domain, whi h begins to hange the dire tion
of polarization, does not hange the phase in the whole domain during one simulation
s
) will have the new
step ∆ts . Instead, due to linear kineti s theory only a fra tion ( ∆t
∆tl
polarization dire tion. Espe ially, if ∆ts is very small ompared to ∆tl due to a high
frequen y fE , the domain swit hing pro ess may take several simulation steps until
the whole domain is swit hed. In order to determine the volume fra tion ∆V of the
swit hed part of the total volume V of the domain, the time ∆tp has to be determined,
whi h has elapsed sin e the nu leation pro ess begins.
∆V = V

∆tp
∆V
∆tp
→
=
∆tl
V
∆tl

(5.5)

Note that ∆tp may be a multiple of ∆ts . If P0b and P0a denote the polarization together
with the polarization dire tion of the whole domain before and after the swit hing
pro ess, then the polarization P0 during the swit hing pro ess after inserting the volume
fra tions is
P0 = (1 −

∆V
∆tp
∆tp
∆V
)P0b +
P0a = (1 −
)P0b +
P0a
V
V
∆tl
∆tl

(5.6)

As dis retized the time axis, the polarization at one loading step after the beginning
of the nu leation is
∆ts
∆ts
P01 = (1 −
(5.7)
)P0b +
P0a
∆tl

∆tl
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As explained before, if the value of ∆ts is mu h lower than the value of ∆tl , the domain
swit hing pro ess may take many in remental steps to be ompleted. Due to this fa t
a number n is introdu ed for ea h domain, whi h has already started the swit hing
pro ess. This number denotes the number of time steps, whi h have already passed
after the beginning of the swit hing pro ess in the orresponding domain. For the nth
time step after nu leation the polarization during domain swit hing is obtained
P0(n) = (1 −

(n − 1)∆ts ∆ts
(n − 1)∆ts
∆ts
−
)P0b +
P0a +
P0a
∆tl
∆tl
∆tl
∆tl

(5.8)

P0(n) = (1 −

(n − 1)∆ts
∆ts
(n − 1)∆ts
)P0b −
P0a +
(P0a − P0b )
∆tl
∆tl
∆tl

(5.9)

P0(n) = P0(n−1) +

∆ts
(P0a − P0b )
∆tl

This is repeated until
n∆ts = ∆tl

(5.10)
(5.11)

where at the end of the swit hing P0 =P0a is assumed. Equations (5.5) to (5.11) are
derived in order to get a dis retized linear kineti s model for the omputer simulation
program.

5.3.1 Simulations
Simulations are performed for ele tri displa ement versus ele tri eld urves with
dierent frequen ies (0.01 Hz, 0.1 Hz, and 1 Hz) and amplitudes of the ele tri eld
(2 kV/mm, 1.5 kV/mm, and 1 kV/mm). These values are hosen in order to be able
to ompare the simulation results with experiments that were performed for the same
values. Although equation (5.1) shows that limit time (∆tl ) is highly dependent on
the ele tri eld, the limit time is onsidered to be onstant. For the simpli ity of
al ulations in the simulation it is taken to be 0.07 se onds for the assumption of a
piezoele tri erami under the ondition of room temperature (23 o C ). This means
that 0.0018 Hz will be the maximum frequen y for a quasi-stati loading at an amplitude of 2 kV/mm for the ele tri eld and in rements of ∆E =1 V/mm. PIC 151
is taken as a sample piezoele tri material, whi h was also used in the experiments
[Zho03℄. Therefore, the diele tri permittivity (ǫ) is taken to be 2.124 10−8 F/m and
for simpli ity it is assumed to be isotropi . The spontaneous polarization P0 and the
riti al value of the spontaneous polarization (Pc ) are hosen to be 0.4 C/m2 . A value
of 1 kV/mm is assumed for the oer ive ele tri eld level. The piezoele tri onstant
is onsidered to behave transversely isotropi . The value of the piezoele tri onstant
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in loading dire tion is taken as 0.45 10−9 m/V. The elasti onstant (s33 ) is 1.9 10−11
N/m2. For a better explanation of the model, one additional example are also inserted
for the ase of ∆ts < ∆tl . If the domain swit hing riterion, equation (4.4) is fullled,
a new element nu leates and begins to propagate with respe t to linear kineti s model.
A ording to the applied ele tri eld with a frequen y of 1 Hz, ∆ts is 0.00125 se ond.
∆tl
Therefore, n equals ∆t
= 0.07/0.00125=56. This means that 56 steps are required for
s
the orresponding element to nish its domain swit hing. So, the polarization hange
for ea h step for this parti ular element is a tually the polarization hange for a quasistati loading divided by 56. For every step, in order to have a simple al ulation,
equation (5.10) is used. The domain swit hing ontinues during the range of 56 V/mm
ele tri eld loading range sin e ea h ele tri al loading step (∆E ) is 1 V/mm.

Figure 5.5: Hysteresis urves without probabilisti approa h, Eb = 2 kV/mm

Simulations without probabilisti approa h
Simulation results are shown in gures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7 for the ase in whi h a probability
for domain swit hing is not taken into a ount [CFH97℄. It is experimentally found that
the oer ive ele tri eld is dependent on the frequen y of the loading whi h apparently
an also be seen in the simulated urves. The oer ive ele tri eld is in reasing when
the frequen y is in reased from 0.01 Hz to 1 Hz. This an even be seen in gure 5.7 for
an amplitude of ele tri eld of 1 kV/mm, whi h orresponds to the oer ive ele tri
eld level hosen above. Another important observation for these urves under y li
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Figure 5.6: Hysteresis urves without probabilisti approa h, Eb = 1.5 kV/mm

Figure 5.7: Hysteresis urves without probabilisti approa h, Eb = 1 kV/mm, leading
to dierent remnant polarizations for dierent loading frequen ies
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loading with a high frequen y is that the ele tri displa ement is in reasing even for
a de reasing ele tri eld during unloading provided that the a tual ele tri eld is
larger than the oer ive eld. For a y li loading with a frequen y of 1 Hz and an
amplitude of the ele tri eld of 2 and 1.5 kV/mm, the ele tri displa ement annot
rea h the saturation level whi h orresponds to a quasi-stati loading. Instead, in a
ertain range the ele tri displa ement is in reasing for a de reasing ele tri eld as far
as the applied ele tri eld is larger than the oer ive eld. The remnant polarization,
whi h is the polarization at zero ele tri eld, is not hanging too mu h for frequen ies
of 0.01 Hz and 0.1 Hz and amplitudes of the ele tri eld of 2 and 1.5 kV/mm, be ause
all possible domain swit hings are approximately ompleted at the point where the
maximum ele tri eld is rea hed for su h amplitudes and frequen ies of the applied
loading. On the other hand, as shown in gure 5.7 the saturation polarization annot
be rea hed and the frequen y of the loading has a strong inuen e on the remnant
polarization, if the amplitude of the applied ele tri eld is near the oer ive eld. The
remnant polarization is de reasing if the frequen y of the y li loading is in reasing,
see gure 5.10.

Figure 5.8: Hysteresis urves with fourth order polynomial for the probability fun tion,
b = 2 kV/mm
E
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Figure 5.9: Hysteresis urves with fourth order polynomial for the probability fun tion,
b = 1.5 kV/mm
E

Simulations with probabilisti approa h
As explained before, in piezo erami materials it is observed that there o ur some domain swit hings below the oer ive eld. In previous publi ations this was modeled by
a probability riterion, whi h is explained in the previous hapter and an be found for
example in [DAS04℄. Su h a probability is also implemented for the simulation of the
rate dependent hara teristi s of PIC 151 using a mi rome hani al model, for whi h
the nu leation starts with a ertain probability depending on the energy dieren e
between a tual and swit hed state during swit hing. Figures 5.8) to 5.10 show ele tri displa ement versus ele tri eld urves again for a y li loading with dierent
amplitudes and frequen ies. For the simulations a fourth order probability fun tion
is implemented. As it an be seen in the gures, the urves are smoother, espe ially
in the range near the oer ive eld level ompared to the ones that were simulated
without adding the probability riterion. Therefore, these urves orrespond better to
the experimental results for ele tri eld values near the oer ive eld. All other important properties already explained for the simulation without probability riterion
are observed as well: de reasing of the ele tri eld level for zero overall polarization
with de reasing frequen y of loading. Other phenomena are the in rease of the remnant polarization for smaller amplitudes of the loading and de reasing frequen ies or
ontinuing further domain swit hings during the early unloading stage as far as the
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Figure 5.10: Hysteresis urves with fourth order polynomial for the probability fun tion,
b = 1 kV/mm
E
y li ele tri eld is above the oer ive eld [DAS1℄.

5.4 Rate dependent me hani al loading
If instead of a y li ele tri eld, a y li me hani al stress is applied then it an be
estimated that the o uring polarization swit hings are also time dependent. Similar
to an ele tri eld a limit time (∆tl ) an be formulated
∆tl =

Cσ
σ − σc

(5.12)

in whi h σc denotes the oer ive stress, σ is a tual me hani al loading and Cσ is a
onstant. There is no adequate data for the value and dependen e of Cσ in literature.
In order to be ompatible with the results of the rate dependen y of the ele tri al
loading in the previous se tion, Cσ is assumed to be onstant and to have a value of
0.0036 MPa.
During the simulation the frequen y of the applied ompressive stress is given by
fσ =

1
Tσ

(5.13)
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Figure 5.11: Applied triangular ompressive stress
where Tσ is the period a ording to Figure 5.11. The rate of hange of the ompressive
stress (σ̇) an be derived by equation (5.14). σb is the amplitude of the ompressive
stress.
σ̇ = ±

σ
b
2b
σ
=±
= ±2b
σ fσ
Tσ /2
Tσ

(5.14)

In the simulation the in rements of the ompressive stress ∆σ between dierent loading
steps are given by.
∆ts =

∆σ
∆σ
=
σ̇
(2b
σ fσ )

(5.15)

∆ts is the simulation time step for the rate dependent ompressive loading. The same

pro edure as for an ele tri al loading in the previous se tion is followed to nd out
numeri al kineti relations due to the me hani al loading. Equations (5.5) to (5.11)
whi h are independent of loading types are implemented for getting a dis retized linear
kineti s model for a omputer simulation program for an applied ompressive stress.

5.4.1 Simulations
Simulations are performed for me hani al strain versus me hani al stress and ele tri
displa ement versus me hani al stress urves with various loading frequen ies (0.01
Hz, 0.1 Hz, and 1 Hz) and amplitudes of the ompressive stress (-100 MPa, -75 MPa,
-50 MPa). The limit time (∆tl ) is assumed to be independent of equation (5.12) and
onstant Cσ during the appli ation of the unipolar stress and to be 0.07 se onds. Therefore 0.0018 Hz is the maximum frequen y for a quasi-stati loading for an amplitude
of 100 MPa of the ompressive stress and in rements of ∆ts =0.05 MPa. Material parameter are already given in the se tion in whi h the ele tri al loading for PIC 151 is
piezoele tri material.
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Simulation results (me hani al strain versus ompressive stress) are presented in gures 5.12 to 5.14 for the ase, in whi h probability fun tions are not onsidered. It is
apparently seen in the simulations that the oer ive me hani al stress is dependent on
the frequen y of the loading like for an ele tri al loading. One of the basi important
observations for these urves is that the me hani al strain is further de reasing even
during the releasing of ompressive stress provided that the a tual ompressive stress is
larger than the oer ive me hani al stress. For a me hani al loading with an amplitude
of 100 MPa and a frequen y of 1 Hz, the strain is observed to arrive saturation level
during unloading. The negative remnant strain is not hanging mu h for frequen ies
between 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz, but the absolute value of remnant strains for 0.1 Hz and 1
Hz are lower than the one in a 0.01 Hz loading.

Figure 5.12: Stress-strain urves without probabilisti approa h, σmax = 100 MPa
Finally, if the frequen y of loading is further in reased to an amplitude of 100 Mpa, it
is observed that su h in rement during unloading for at hing saturation value is not
visible anymore. Figure 5.15 shows this behaviour in the stress-strain urve with 100
MPa amplitude alternating ompressive stress with a frequen y of 2 Hz. Unlike for the
ase of 1 Hz in gure 5.12, the me hani al strain is not in reasing for 2 Hz loading
in gure 5.15, when the loading is redu ed from 100 MPa. This observation an be
explained as follows; the response of domain swit hing is not as fast as the response
of linear hara teristi s of piezoele tri s, whi h is assumed to be independent of kineti s relations. Additionally, the saturation strain and remnant strain value de reases
onsiderably.
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Figure 5.13: Stress-strain urves without probabilisti approa h, σmax =75 MPa

Figure 5.14: Stress-strain urves without probabilisti approa h, σmax =50 MPa
Me hani al stress versus ele tri displa ement or ma ros opi polarization urves under
the same ompressive loading amplitudes (100 MPa, 75 MPa, 50 MPa) and frequen ies
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Figure 5.15: Stress-strain urves without probability approa h (2 Hz), σmax = 100 MPa
(0.01 Hz, 0.1 Hz, and 1 Hz) without using a probabilisti approa h are shown in gures
5.16 to 5.18. Adoption of 60 MPa as a oer ive me hani al stress during the simulation is the only signi ant dieren e of assumption unlike stress versus strain urves
in whi h 20 MPa oer ive me hani al stress is applied. This assumption leads to a different domain swit hing level in the ele trome hani al energy equation. Therefore, the
simulation results are expe ted to have onsiderable hange when they are ompared
with stress versus strain urves. But the fa t that domain swit hing level is in reased
when the rate of loading is faster is still valid irrespe tive of the assumed value of the
oer ive me hani al stress level unless the amplitude of the applied me hani al stress
is lower than this oer ive stress level (gures 5.16 and 5.17). The results in gure 5.18
show only linear straight lines in whi h there are no domain swit hings for all three different frequen y ranges of loading. The simulations stay under the level of the domain
swit hing range below whi h only linear onstitutive relations are implemented. From
the saturation or remnant ele tri displa ement point of view, one an easily observe
that the absolute value of the remnant polarization is redu ed steadily if the frequen y
of loading is be oming higher at a loading level of 100 MPa amplitude, whi h is strong
enough to for e grains to have domain swit hing (gure 5.16). Su h an observation
annot be apparently seen in the simulations like in gure 5.17 when the amplitude
of the applied ompressive stress is lose to the oer ive me hani al stress level. But
still, the remnant polarization in the 1 Hz urve is mu h lower than one for 0.1 and
0.01 Hz urves. The hara teristi s of urves during unloading are also interesting for
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various loading onditions. The response of the urve of 0.01 Hz is nearly onstant
and independent on the me hani al stress during unloading from 100 MPa to a zero
level like the same behaviour in a quasi-stati unloading (gure 4.18). As it is already
explained, all grains are depoled due to non-180o domain swit hing (90o for tetragonal, 70.5o and 109.5o for rhombohedral) and be oming again randomly distributed like
in the virgin state, when the applied ompressive stress is high enough to let grains
depole. Responses are related to ompressive stress during unloading for the ase of
loading with 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz of 100 MPa amplitude of ompressive stress. Ele tri
displa ement is de reasing linearly in absolute value (in reasing in real value) as the
ompressive stress is released. However, there is a nonlinear in rement in the absolute
value of polarization in the ase of unloading of the urve with 1 Hz loading up to a
me hani al oer ive stress level below whi h the response again be omes linear like in
0.01 Hz. The ause of su h in rement during unloading an be explained by ontinuing of the domain swit hing in the early unloading ase whi h are also observable in
hysteresis urves with ele tri al loading and stress versus strain urves in me hani al
loading. The slope of the responses during unloading, whi h is nothing but the ma ros opi piezoele tri onstant, is going to in rease as the amplitude of the ompressive
stress is de reased provided that amplitude will not be lower than the oer ive stress
level, gure 5.17. It an easily be on luded that a small amount of grains are depoled
with 75 MPa amplitude stress ompared to the ones with an amplitude of 100 MPa.

Figure 5.16: Stress-ele tri displa ement urves without probabilisti approa h, σmax
= 100 MPa
As explained before, for poly rystalline piezoele tri materials it is observed that do-
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Figure 5.17: Stress-ele tri displa ement urves without probabilisti approa h, σmax
= 75 MPa

Figure 5.18: Stress-ele tri displa ement urves without probabilisti approa h, σmax
= 50 MPa
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main swit hing an o ur below the oer ive eld. This was modeled by probability
fun tions in previous se tions. Su h a probability for domain swit hing below the oerive level is also implemented in the simulation of the rate dependent hara teristi s of
PIC 151 by using a mi rome hani al model of piezoele tri materials whi h are subje t
to ompressive stress. Figures 5.19 to 5.21 show ompressive stress versus me hani al
strain urves with an implementation of fourth order (n=4) probability fun tion for
loading with the same amplitudes and frequen ies as in the non probabilisti approa h.
As it an be seen in the gures, the urves be ome smoother espe ially in the region
near the oer ive me hani al stress level ompared with the ones that were simulated
without implementing the probability riterion. So, the urves have a better orresponden e to the experimental ones, espe ially for me hani al stress values in the region
of the oer ive eld. The fa ts that de reasing of the oer ive me hani al stress level
with de reasing frequen y of loading and further domain swit hing at the early unloading stage up to the oer ive me hani al stress eld for a ompressive stress of higher
frequen ies are also noti eable in these urves.

Figure 5.19: Stress-strain urves with fourth order polynomial for the probability fun tion, σmax = 100 MPa
Similarly, probabilisti approa hes of fourth order (n=4) are also implemented to get
a omparison of me hani al stress versus ele tri displa ement urves in gures 5.22
to 5.24. All three gures illustrate the same hara teristi s and behaviours sin e the
oer ive me hani al stress level is onsiderably redu ed when the probabilisti approa h
is used. Even urves for a 50 MPa amplitude value all possible domain swit hings are
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Figure 5.20: Stress-strain urves with fourth order polynomial for the probability fun tion, σmax = 75 MPa

Figure 5.21: Stress-strain urves with fourth order polynomial for the probability fun tion, σmax = 50 MPa
a omplished and the ele tri displa ement is saturated in lower rate loadings (0.1 Hz,
0.01 Hz). Therefore, responses be ome linear and independent of the applied stress
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during unloading. Only the urve with 1 Hz frequen y loading is not obeying su h
a behaviour due to the unnished domain swit hing range to have omplete depoled
grains before unloading begins, so that there is a linearly in lined urve after the domain
swit hing range ends as the ompressive stress is released from its highest amplitude
level.

Figure 5.22: Stress-ele tri displa ement urves with fourth order polynomial for the
probability fun tion, σmax = 100 MPa

5.5 Con luding remarks
Nonlinear properties of perovskite type tetragonal ferroele tri and piezoele tri materials under uni-axial, high, y li , bipolar ele tri loading and uni-axial, unipolar
ompressive stress with various loading frequen ies and amplitudes are simulated by
using a mi rome hani al model. For the simulation material parameters of PIC 151
PZT erami s are used. A piezoele tri linear onstitutive model and a nonlinear domain swit hing with probability fun tions have been applied in the model. A linear
kineti s model is used for the propagation of the new phase during the domain swit hing pro ess. The simulated urves with a probabilisti approa h do mat h better to the
experimental urves than simulation results, in whi h probability fun tions have not
been used. The model follows the basi hara teristi s of poly rystalline piezoele tri
materials for dierent loading rates and amplitudes su h as the hange of the oer ive
me hani al and ele tri eld and the hange of the remnant polarization and strain.
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Figure 5.23: Stress-ele tri displa ement urves with fourth order polynomial for the
probability fun tion, σmax = 75 MPa
The simulations are presented in ele tri displa ement versus ele tri al eld hysteresis
urves for ele tri al loading and me hani al stress versus me hani al strain, me hani al
stress versus ele tri displa ement urves for me hani al loading both during loading
and unloading onditions expli itly.
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Figure 5.24: Stress-ele tri displa ement urves with fourth order polynomial for the
probability fun tion, σmax = 50 MPa

Chapter 6
Intergranular ee ts
6.1 Con epts
As it was mentioned in previous hapters, intergranular ee ts are signi ant fa tors for
the nonlinearities in the hara teristi s of poly rystalline ferroele tri materials. Sin e
domains and their polarization ve tors are random in orientation and are onne ted by
domain boundaries, they annot behave independently from ea h other. Therefore, it
is expe ted that they depend on polarization and strain hara teristi s of neighbouring domains. Figure 6.1 illustrates the ee ts of neighbouring mi rostru tures to the
domain swit hing behaviour of a parti ular latti e. Due to ontinuum theory, latti es
whi h did not yet undergo a domain swit hing are sharing boundaries of high stress
with neighbouring latti es whi h have no domain swit hing.
In hapter 4 intergranular ee ts are onsidered and simulated phenomenologi ally by
using a probabilisti approa h. In the present hapter, ele tri al and me hani al eld
ee ts are mi rome hani ally taken into a ount for the onsideration of intergranular
ee ts in the simulations. Sin e all domains have a so- alled spontaneous polarization in their mi rostru tures, they an serve as an ele tri al sour e in addition to
the ma ros opi ele tri eld for neighbouring elements (Refer to D = ǫE ). Thus the
ele trome hani al energy equation for the threshold of domain swit hing is extended
to have su h an ele tri al sour e term for neighbouring elements. Likewise, dierent
displa ement behaviours of domains lead to me hani al elds for neighbouring domains
(Refer to S = sσ ). Thereby, the ele trome hani al energy equation should ontain su h
me hani al eld terms of neighbouring domains. In this sense, it is now proposed to
have a new ele trome hani al equation, whi h onsiders both me hani al and ele tri al
eld hara teristi s of neighbouring elements.
En Pn + Cpe

Nn
X
i

Pi Ei Ti + σn Sn + Cpm

Nn
X
i
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Si σi Ti ≥ 0.
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Tetragonal elements without
applied electric field

P0

P0

P0

P0

Tetragonal elements with
applied electric field

P0

P0

P0

P0

Intergranular stress due to
different electric field

Figure 6.1: Intergranular ee ts between mi rostru tures
where, Cpe and Cpm are assumed to be material dependent parameters regarding the
ele tri al and me hani al elds of neighbouring elements. These material parameters
will be investigated during simulations by using various dierent numeri al values to
understand their ee ts to the ma ros opi urves. Nn is the number of neighbouring
elements. Ti is the transformation matrix between elements.
Unlike Hwang's approa h [HLM95℄ for the energy equation, this relation does not
ontain any riti al and oer ive ele tri eld level at the right hand side of equation
(6.1). The terms beginning with Cpe and Cpm are internally generated ele tri al and
me hani al elds. Therefore, they do not have to be zero even though the externally
applied ele tri al or me hani al elds are zero.
For the simpli ity and in order to save time, simulations are performed for a two
dimensional model with 30x30 elements. Therefore, there are 4 neighbours for ea h
element to take intergranular al ulations into onsideration in the energy equation.
This means that Nn is 4. A parti ular element, whose energy equation is al ulated, is
denoted with subs ript n. Neighbours of this parti ular element are represented with
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Grains with neighbouring elements

Sn-k-1
Pn-k-1
Pn+k
Sn+k

Sn
Pn

Sn+1
Pn+1

Sn+1
Pn+1
Sn-k
Pn-k

Figure 6.2: Parti ular element and neighbouring ones with orresponding strain and
polarization assignments for energy equation
subs ripts n + 1 or n − 1. Figure 6.3 illustrates the two dimensional elements with
subs ripts. Therefore, equation (6.1) takes the form
En Pn +

4
X

Cpe (Pn+i En+i Tn+i ) + σn Sn +

i=1

4
X

Cpm (Sn+i σn+i Tn+i ) ≥ 0

(6.2)

i=1

n+30

n-1

n

n+1

n-30
Figure 6.3: Element n and the orresponding neighbours in a 2-D assignment
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6.2 Simulations
Simulations are arried out under the loading onditions of an alternating, uni-axial,
bipolar ele tri al eld with an amplitude of 1 kV/mm. So, ex ept the magnitude of the
amplitude of the ele tri eld, the pure ele tri al loading has the same hara teristi s as
the loading in the previous hapters. Despite the externally applied me hani al stress
is zero, the me hani al stress terms of neighbouring elements in the ele trome hani al
energy equation are not zero, sin e internal stresses are generated due to the nonlinear phase transformation. These internal stresses are al ulated and inserted in the
ele trome hani al energy equation by using linear elasti ity theory. Simulation results
are presented only in me hani al strain versus ele tri eld buttery urves, be ause
parameters in the ele trome hani al energy relations an signi antly ee t me hani al
strain versus ele tri eld buttery urves mu h more than ele tri displa ement versus ele tri eld hysteresis urves. Sin e the shape of the buttery urves are strongly
dependent on the types of domain swit hing, it is mu h more logi al to evaluate the
ele trome hani al energy relation whi h is mainly based on intergranular ee ts with
dierent types of domain swit hings (90o and 180o ) in perovskite type tetragonal piezoele tri materials. The simulation urves presented here have the information about
how many per ent of domain swit hings are 90o or 180o type.
Figure 6.4 shows me hani al strain versus ele tri eld buttery urves, in whi h 0.65
and 0.35 are assumed for the parameters Cpe and Cpm in the ele trome hani al energy equation. These parameters are hosen arbitrarily. During the simulation, 66 %
of elements are performing 90o domain swit hing whereas the rest are 180o domain
swit hings. Figure 6.5 illustrates another buttery urve with the same Cpe value but
a dierent Cpm value with a magnitude of 0.7, namely two times the one used in gure
6.4. It is found that the per entage of 90o domain swit hing is redu ed to 59 % by an
amount of 6 % ompared to gure 6.5. As it is known that the main ause of negative
strain and tips of the buttery urve at oer ive ele tri eld level is 90o swit hing.
One an easily observe the dieren e between these two urves by omparing their tip
or minimum strain values, whi h an go below zero values for gure 6.4. On the other
hand, the tip values ould not redu e to negative strain values in gure 6.5. A ording
to this observation one an on lude that the strain value an go down to negative
values as the value of Cpm is de reased in the model. Another signi ant dieren e
between these two urves is the oer ive ele tri eld value, whi h an be dened as
the ele tri eld where the strain rea hes its tip magnitude. As it was explained before, there is no onstant oer ive ele tri eld value dened in our ele trome hani al
energy relation. Therefore, the oer ive ele tri eld value an hange a ording to the
parameters (Cpe and Cpm ) hosen in this relation. In gure 6.4, the oer ive ele tri
eld is found to be 0.28 kV/mm whi h is smaller than the oer ive eld (0.33 kV/mm)
found in 6.5. If the material dependent Cpm value is further in reased more as in gure 6.6, the oer ive eld in reases to 0.44 kV/mm. The Cpm value is hanged to 1.05
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while Cpe is kept onstant during the simulation. 55 % of domains are observed to have
90o domain swit hings in gure 6.6. Another important parameter of buttery urves
is that the remnant or saturation strain does not hange remarkably with respe t to
dierent material dependent Cpm values used to simulate these urves.
Butterfly curve (Cpe=0.65, Cpm=0.35)

Figure 6.4: Buttery urve (Cpe = 0.65, Cpm = 0.35)
Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show me hani al strain versus ele tri eld urves for the same Cpm
value, whi h is 0.7. This time the Cpe values are varied during the simulations. In gure
6.7 Cpe is hosen to be 0.45 whi h is two times the value used in the simulation in gure
6.8. In the former buttery urve, tips are smooth and enlarged, whereas in the latter
buttery urve tips are mu h sharper. Unlike gure 6.7, the minimum strain value
does not go below zero in gure 6.8. So we an laim that redu tion of the Cpe value
will de rease the magnitude of the strain tips in the buttery urves. This statement
an be proven by another observation from these simulations that more domains are
undergoing 90o domain swit hing in gure 6.7 than in gure 6.8. 59 % of elements
are found to have 90o domain swit hing in the simulation of gure 6.7, whereas this
per entage is redu ed drasti ally in gure 6.8 to 38 %. There is also a slight in rement
in remnant strain in gure 6.8 ompared to gure 6.7. But this dieren e is not high
enough to argue that the ele tri al material onstant Cpe has a strong inuen e on
the remnant or saturation value of the buttery urves. Still, there are some domain
swit hings o urring in the early stage of the loading below the oer ive level for gure
6.7. That is why, there are dis ontinuities at zero ele ti eld in gure 6.8. Also it
annot be on luded that the domain swit hing level is ae ted by this Cpe parameter.
The reason is that the ma ros opi oer ive ele tri eld levels are approximately the
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Butterfly curve (Cpe=0.65, Cpm=0.7)

Figure 6.5: Buttery urve (Cpe = 0.65, Cpm = 0.7)
Butterfly curve (Cpe=0.65, Cpm=1.05)

Figure 6.6: Buttery urve (Cpe = 0.65, Cpm = 1.05)
same for both of the simulations. In gure 6.4, the oer ive ele tri eld value is found
to be 0.34 kV/mm whi h is just 0.02 kV/mm higher than the oer ive eld shown in
gure 6.8.
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Butterfly curve (Cpe=0.45, Cpm=0.7)

Figure 6.7: Buttery urve (Cpe =0.45, Cpm =0.7)
Butterfly curve (Cpe=0.9, Cpm=0.7)

Figure 6.8: Buttery urve (Cpe =0.9, Cpm =0.7)
As earlier explained ommer ial piezoele tri motors or sensors show nonlinearities
when they are operated with an ele tri al loading, whi h is mu h lower than the oer ive ele tri eld level. The reason for su h nonlinearities or small hysteresis loops
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is also domain swit hing, whi h o urs due to intergranular ee ts between grains.
Su h small hysteresis loops an be a problem for the appli ations of these piezoele tri a tuators and sensors. Re ently, there are some ontrol units whi h are developed
for the ompensation of these nonlinearities to have linear hara teristi s during small
ele trome hani al operations by using a Preisa h model [Pre38℄. In previous hapters
su h small hysteresis loops in buttery urves are modeled by using a phenomenologially based probabilisti approa h. In this hapter additional terms are introdu ed in
the ele trome hani al energy equation to onsider intergranular ee ts and to explain
these small nonlinear behaviours. In order to reprodu e nonlinearities for a low ele trome hani al loading uni-axial, quasi-stati , bipolar ele tri al loading is applied with 0.1
kV/mm or 0.2 kV/mm amplitude, whi h is one tenth or one fth of the amplitude of
the value of the loading whi h is implemented for the buttery urves in gures 6.9
to 6.11. This alternating loading is applied to a fully poled perovskite type tetragonal piezoele tri material. Figure 6.9 illustrates the me hani al strain versus ele tri
eld urve with a y li loading of 0.1 kV/mm amplitude with the addition of the rst
poling of PIC 151 piezoele tri material up to 1 kV/mm. In this simulation, Cpe and
Cpm values are assumed to be 0.65 and 0.7, respe tively. After the fully poled ase and
releasing of the loading from 1 kV/mm to zero, the material is subje ted to a y li
ele tri eld starting with a negative ele tri eld with an amplitude of 0.1 kV/mm.
In this phase, there o ur some domain swit hings despite the amplitude is lower than
the oer ive eld. 6.3 % of the elements are undergoing a domain swit hing in whi h
all of them are 90o swit hing leading to strain hanges and a hysteresis loop. But still
the amplitude of the loading is not strong enough to let all domains to have domain
swit hing. Therefore, the tips of the buttery urves annot be seen in this simulation.
Figure 6.10 illustrates also the me hani al strain versus ele tri eld buttery urve
with the same loading onditions but with a dierent amplitude, whi h is 0.2 kV/mm.
The same Cpe and Cpm values are hosen as in gure 6.9. Although the amplitude
of loading is still under the level of the oer ive ele tri eld, 35 % of the elements
have domain swit hing 95 % of whi h undergo a 90o domain swit hing during the rst
loading in negative dire tion. Like in gure 6.9 the loading amplitude in gure 6.10 is
still not strong enough to let the strain go to the deepest value. As it an be expe ted
the area of the hysteresis loop is enlarged due to the in reased number of 90o domain
swit hings. If the amplitude of the applied alternating ele tri eld is in reased, domain
swit hing will dominate and the buttery urve will o ur again. Figure 6.11 shows a
me hani al strain versus ele tri eld urve with an amplitude of 0.4 kV/mm uni-axial,
quasi-stati ele tri eld for piezoele tri material, whi h is initially fully poled up to
1 kV/mm ele tri eld. The loading is not omplete y li . The same Cpe and Cpm
values are again hosen as in gures 6.9 and 6.10. It is found that 83 % of the elements
experien e a domain swit hing and among them 54 % are 90o swit hings. Espe ially,
just after the loading passes through an ele tri eld of -0.2 kV/mm, the strain is dereasing with a high slope. Most of the 90o domain swit hings are o urring in this
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region. Having redu ed the minimum tip value, the strain is going to in rease by the
se ond 90o swit hings whi h give rise to a positive strain in loading dire tion. Although
the amplitude of the ele tri eld is high enough to rea h the minimum strain value, it
is still not strong enough to have saturation. The reason is that 17 % of elements have
not experien ed any domain swit hing. Therefore, the me hani al strain stays below
0.15 % whi h is under the level of the remnant polarization, as the maximum ele tri
eld is a hieved. One of the basi drawba ks of this simulation is the la k of symmetry.
There o ur some 180o domain swit hings before 90o swit hings at the positive loading
range, whi h annot be explained physi ally. Still the same minimum strain value with
negative loading is also a hieved in the positive loading range.
Butterfly curve (Cpe=0.65, Cpm=0.7)

Figure 6.9: Hysteresis loop in the buttery urve with 0.1 kV/mm amplitude of the
y li ele tri eld (Cpe =0.65, Cpm =0.7)
Rate or frequen y dependent hara teristi s of me hani al strain versus ele tri eld
buttery urves are also investigated with the new ele trome hani al energy relation
by using a linear kineti s model, whi h has been formulated and explained in previous
hapters in detail. Simulations are performed for the ele tri loading with dierent
frequen ies (0.01 Hz, 0.1 Hz, and 1 Hz) and an amplitude of the ele tri eld of 1
kV/mm, whi h orresponds to the ele tri eld level far above the oer ive eld. The
simulation results are presented in gure 6.12, in whi h Cpe and Cpm values are assumed
to be 0.65 and 0.7. The oer ive ele tri eld is in reasing when the frequen y is
in reased from 0.01 Hz to 1 Hz in analogy to the observations in hapter 5. Another
important property of these urves with alternating loading with a high frequen y
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Butterfly curve (Cpe=0.65, Cpm=0.7)

Figure 6.10: Hysteresis loop in the buttery urve with 0.2 kV/mm amplitude of the
y li ele tri eld (Cpe =0.65, Cpm =0.7)
Butterfly curve (Cpe=0.65, Cpm=0.7)

Figure 6.11: Buttery urve with 0.4 kV/mm amplitude of ele tri eld (Cpe =0.65,
Cpm =0.7)
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is that the me hani al strain is in reasing even for a de reasing ele tri eld during
unloading provided that the a tual ele tri eld is larger than the oer ive eld. For
a y li loading with a frequen y of 1 Hz the strain value annot rea h the saturation
level. Yet, the strain is in reasing for a de reasing ele tri eld as far as the applied
ele tri eld is larger than the oer ive eld. The remnant or saturation polarization
is approximately onstant for all frequen y levels. The amplitude of the ele tri eld is
so strong that all elements nish their domain swit hing pro esses. On the other hand,
the minimum me hani al strain value is slightly in reasing (tips are going up) when
the loading frequen y is in reased from 0.1 Hz to 1 Hz, but this statement annot be
generalized, sin e there is no dieren e of strain between the loading of 0.1 Hz and 0.01
Hz. Finally, it should be added that the per entage of 90o or 180o domain swit hings
is nearly onstant when the frequen y of the loading is hanging.

Figure 6.12: Buttery urves with 1 kV/mm amplitude of the y li ele tri eld
(Cpe =0.65, Cpm =0.7)

6.3 Con luding remarks
In this hapter nonlinear properties of tetragonal ferroele tri and piezoele tri materials under uni-axial, y li and quasi-stati ele tri al loading are simulated by using
a mi rome hani al model based on intergranular ee ts. A piezoele tri linear onstitutive model and a nonlinear domain swit hing with ele trome hani al energy relation
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with various material parameters have been used in the model. Material parameters are
varied in order to understand their inuen e to me hani al strain versus ele tri eld
buttery urves. Buttery urves are also investigated with dierent amplitude values
for the ele tri eld, whi h are lower than the oer ive eld for getting small hysteresis
loops. Lastly, this ele trome hani al energy relation is ombined with a linear kineti s
model to get rate dependent hara teristi s of buttery urves with dierent frequen y
onditions.

Chapter 7
Summary
Nonlinear properties of piezoele tri materials are one of the signi ant problems for
a tuators and sensors, whi h are ommonly used in s ienti and engineering appliations. The nonlinearities even in rease and be ome ompli ated, when piezoele tri
materials are operated in a high performan e usage. Piezoele tri linear onstitutive
relations are approximations and annot explain these nonlinear behaviours.
In this study, properties of tetragonal perovskite type piezo erami materials have been
simulated by using a new mi rome hani al model for PIC 151 PZT erami s. In the
rst part of the study the model is presented with simulations of these materials under uni-axial, high, quasi-stati , y li bipolar ele tri loading and ompressive stress
separately. A piezoele tri linear onstitutive model, and nonlinear domain swit hing
with probability fun tions have been used in the model. A probabilisti approa h is
implemented for the explanation of intergranular ee ts in a phenomenologi al manner. The maximum of the applied ele tri al eld and me hani al stress are 2 kV/mm
and 100 MPa, orrespondingly. Simulation results are presented in ma ros opi ele tri
displa ement versus ele tri eld hysteresis and me hani al strain versus ele tri eld
buttery urves for ele tri al loading and ele tri displa ement versus me hani al stress
and me hani al strain versus me hani al stress urves for a ompressive loading. It is
found that the hysteresis urves using probability fun tions do better mat h the experimental hysteresis urves than simulation results in whi h probability fun tions have
not been used. Moreover, piezoele tri materials under various onstant ompressive
stress (20 MPa, 40 MPa) with alternating ele tri eld have been deeply investigated
by the extension of the mi rome hani al model. Signi ant hara teristi s of piezoele tri materials under ele trome hani al loading are aptured during the simulation
a ording to the experiments.
The mi rome hani al model is further improved in order to simulate rate dependent
properties under a y li loading by means of linear kineti s theory. The simulations are
performed for moderate frequen y levels (0.01 Hz - 1 Hz). Maximum applied ele tro111
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me hani al loadings are varied (1 kV/mm - 2 kV/mm) for a better understanding of
the hara teristi s of nonlinearities near and above the oer ive ele tri levels where
nonlinear phase transformations or domain swit hings dominate. Amplitudes of the applied ompressive stress are hosen in the range of 50 Mpa - 100 MPa. In reasing of the
oer ive eld values and remnant or saturation polarization and me hani al strain for
smaller amplitudes of the loading and ontinuing further domain swit hings during the
early unloading stage as far as the y li ele tri eld or me hani al stress is above the
oer ive eld are the ommon ndings of these simulations. Interesting results about
the ee t of the oupling oe ient in the me hani al loading ase espe ially in the depoling region for me hani al strain and ele tri displa ement versus me hani al stress
urves are shown for various riti al amplitude values.
Simulation of the inuen e of intergranular ee ts to ma ros opi properties of piezoele tri materials by a mi rome hani al approa h has been one of the basi aims of this
work. Ele tri al and me hani al hara teristi s of neighbouring grains have been su essfully implemented in the al ulation of ele trome hani al energy equation for the
onset of phase transformation. By the appli ation of intergranular ee ts of neighbouring elements nonlinear domain swit hings have been simulated even in low ele trome hani al onditions. Therefore, the model an explain nonlinearities of poly rystalline piezoele tri materials, whi h are subje ted to an ele tri al loading in a wide
range of amplitude values (0.1 kV/mm - 1 kV/mm). The model be omes robust enough
to explain nonlinearities both for low (below oer ive ele tri eld) and for strong loading onditions. In addition to this, the model is further extended to simulate a frequen y
dependent ele tri al loading with the help of linear kineti s theory.
In the future, the idea of intergranular ee ts an be improved more for the implementation of mi rome hani al models. In this resear h, there are only two parameters
involved for intergranular me hani al and ele tri al ee ts. More material parameters
are ne essary regarding to the types of possible phase transformations. Further studies
on these material parameters an lead to better simulation results and mat hing with
orresponding experimental data. The model applied in this study an be used for a
me hani al loading also.
Frequen y dependent properties have been modelled by using linear kineti s, whi h
has the same prin iple as given by Merz [Mer54℄. Instead of using su h an old model,
nonlinear kineti s theory and movement of domain wall on epts an be implemented
better for the simulation of ele trome hani al loading with moderate frequen ies. Applied frequen y and amplitude levels an also be varied in a wide range, espe ially for
piezoele tri a tuators and sensors in future works.
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Appendix A
Theory of piezoele tri ity
In this hapter, the basi linear piezoele tri theory will be explained and the me hanism will be built on a simple one dimensional model, by whi h the piezoele tri
linear onstitutive relations are derived. Similarly, thermodynami s follows with the
prin iple of onservation of energy for a hieving linear piezoele tri equations. Lastly,
piezoele tri nonlinear onstitutive relations are presented after the extension of the
thermodynami al prin iples.

A.1 One dimensional model of piezoele tri ity
In this part a one dimensional model for piezoele tri ity is dened by using an
ele tri ally- neutral system of harges [Aul90℄. Figure A.1 illustrates the model, whi h
an show similar ele trome hani al harateristi s like piezoele tri solids. There are two
pairs of harges with dierent signs in the system. Center atoms whi h are designated
with q are onne ted by a rigid rod. On the ontrary, outside harges (+Q, −Q) are
onne ted to the enter atoms by simple elasti springs. Figures A.2 and A.3 show the
model under the appli ation of me hani al and ele tri al laoding, orrespondingly.
xa = xequil

xb = xequil
l/2

-q

+Q
+q1

l/2

k

+q
Rigid rod

-Q
k

+q2

Equilibrium state

Figure A.1: Model of a piezoele tri solid [Aul90℄
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Dxa

Dxa
l/2

+Q

l/2

-q

+q

-Q
+q2

+q1

During mechanical loading

Figure A.2: Model with applied me hani al for e
Dxa

Dxa
l/2

+Q

l/2

-q

+q

-Q

DE

+q1

+q2

During electrical loading

Figure A.3: Model with applied ele tri eld
During the appli ation of a me hani al loading the hange in the displa ement of
outside harges is
(A.1)

∆X = ∆xq1 + ∆xq2

The dipole moment P with respe t to enter of the system is give by
Px =

X

(A.2)

qn xn

n

The dipole moment of the equilibrium state is
(Px )equil = −Qxequil + ql/2 + ql/2 − Qxequil = 2(ql/2 − Qxequil ).

The springs are assumed to have the same elasti
a ting on outward harges an be obtained
fq1 = K(xq1 − l/2)

(A.3)

onstants K . Then, stati al for es
(A.4)

for the spring on the left hand side,
fq2 = K(xq2 − l/2)

(A.5)
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Ele trostati for es T a ting on harges q1 and q2 an be al ulated
Tq1 = qQ(

1
−1
−1
2
−
)
+
Q
(
)
(xq1 − l/2)2 (xq1 + l/2)2
(xq1 + xq2 )2

(A.6)

Tq2 = qQ(

−1
1
−1
−
) + Q2 (
)
2
2
(xq2 − l/2)
(xq2 + l/2)
(xq2 + xq1 )2

(A.7)

The ombined stati al spring for es and ele trostati for es are
Fq1 = K(xq1 − l/2) + qQ(

−1
1
−1
2
−
)
+
Q
(
)
(xq1 − l/2)2 (xq1 + l/2)2
(xq1 + xq2 )2

(A.8)

Fq2 = K(xq2 − l/2) + qQ(

−1
1
−1
−
) + Q2 (
)
2
2
(xq2 − l/2)
(xq2 + l/2)
(xq2 + xq1 )2

(A.9)

Considering the me hani al loading ase, it an easily be proven from symmetry that
harges q1 and q2 have the same absolute displa ements
(A.10)

| xq1 |=| xq2 |

Therefore, total hange in displa ement of the system given in by
(A.11)

∆X = 2 | ∆xq1 |

The hange in the dipole moment results in
∆Px = −Q∆xq1 − Q∆xq2 = −2Q∆xq2 .

(A.12)

For the ase of an ele tri al loading, the total for es in the system an be al ulated
by balan e equations
∆Fq1 + Q∆Eq1 = 0

(A.13)

∆Fq2 − Q∆Eq2 = 0

(A.14)

where Eq1 and Eq2 are hanges in ele tri eld on the harges of q1 and q2 . For any
small disturban e from the equilibrium ondition, one an use the following relations
Fq1 = Fq1equil + (

∂Fq1equil
∂Fq1equil
)equil ∆xq1 + (
)equil ∆xq2
∂xq1
∂xq2

(A.15)
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Fq2 = Fq2equil + (

∂Fq2equil
∂Fq2equil
)equil ∆xq1 + (
)equil ∆xq2
∂xq1
∂xq2

(A.16)

Sin e equilibrium for es are equal and have zero values and xq1 = xq2
(

∂Fq1equil
∂Fq2equil
)equil = −(
)equil = A
∂xq1
∂xq2

(A.17)

(

∂Fq2equil
∂Fq1equil
)equil = −(
)equil = B
∂xq2
∂xq1

(A.18)

If (A.15) - (A.16) and (A.17) - (A.18) are substituted into eqn (A.13) - (A.14), this
yields
A∆xa + B∆xb = −Q∆Eq1

(A.19)

−B∆xa − A∆xb = +Q∆Eq1

(A.20)

A(∆xa − ∆xb ) − B(∆xa − ∆xb ) = 0

(A.21)

Displa ements of outher harges are
∆xq1 = ∆xq2

(A.22)

and the hange in dipole moment is
∆P = −Q∆xq1 − Q∆xq2 = −2Q∆xq1

(A.23)

Finally, one an des ribe the hange in displa ement and dipole moments of the system
as follows
∆Px = ǫ∆Ex + d∆Fx

(A.24)

∆L = d∆Ex + s∆Fx

(A.25)

where s, ǫ, d are system parameters. These equations are the so- alled linear onstitutive piezoele tri relations.
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A.2 Thermodynami al relations
The onservation of energy prin iple with the on ept of the rst law of thermodynami s for a piezoele tri material an be written by [Tie69℄
U̇ = σij S˙ij + Ei Ḋi

(A.26)

where, U denotes the internal energy. Ḋi and S˙ij are the rates of hange of the ele tri
displa ement and me hani al strain of the piezoele tri medium. The ele tri enthalpy
H is dened by
H = U − Ei Di

(A.27)

A dierentiation with respe t to time gives
Ḣ = U̇ − Ei Ḋi − Ėi Di

(A.28)

Introdu ing this in eqn. (A.26) yields
Ḣ = σij S˙ij − Ėi Di

(A.29)

If the enthalpy H is onsidered to be a fun tion of strain S and ele tri eld E ,
H = H(S, E)

(A.30)

and dierentiating H with respe t to time
Ḣ =

∂H
∂H ˙
Sij +
Ėi
∂Sij
∂Ei

(A.31)

and inserting in (A.31) yields
(τij −

∂H ˙
∂H
)Sij − (Di +
)Ėi = 0
∂Sij
∂Ei

(A.32)

Sin e equation (A.32) is an identity, whi h must hold for arbitrary S˙ij and Ėi , whi h
are onsistent with the ondition S˙ij = S˙ji , then
∂H
∂H
=
∂Sij
∂Sji

(A.33)

1 ∂H
∂H
τij = (
+
)
2 ∂Sij ∂Sji

(A.34)
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nally obtaining,
τij =

∂H
∂Sij

Di = −

(A.35)

∂H
∂Ei

(A.36)

If the enthalpy H is given by a homogeneous quadrati relation
1
1
H = cijkl Sij Skl − dijk Ei Sjk − ǫijk Ei Ej
2
2

Then, from equations (A.35) and (A.36) the linear piezoele tri
an be derived.

(A.37)
onstitutive relations

τij = cijkl Skl − dkij Ek ,

(A.38)

Di = dikl Skl + ǫik Ek .

(A.39)

When temperature T and entropy W are taken into a ount and Gibbs' potential
energy G [Jos92℄ is introdu ed, then G reads
G = U − τij Sij − Ek Dk + T W.

(A.40)

By assuming an adiabati reversible system the dierential form dU of the internal
energy is given by
dU = τij dSij − Ek dDk + T dW.

(A.41)

Taking also the dierential dG of Gibbs' potential
dG = dU − dτij Sij − τij dSij − Ek dDk − dEk Dk − T dW − W dT.

(A.42)

and Gibbs' potential after inserting into eqn. (A.41) be omes, the result is
dG = −τij dSij − dEk Dk − W dT.

(A.43)

Expressing Gibbs' potential in form of a Taylor series without having higher order
terms
dG = (

∂G
∂G
∂G
)dτij + (
)dEk + (
)dT
∂τij
∂Ek
∂Tij

(A.44)
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then, by using equation (A.43) and (A.44),
Sij = −(

∂G
)
∂τij

(A.45)

Dk = −(

∂G
)
∂Ek

(A.46)

∂G
)
∂T

(A.47)

W = −(

an be dedu ed.
When dependent variables Sij , Dk , W are written as a fun tion of the independent
variables τlm , En and T , then
dSij = (

∂Sij
∂Sij
∂Sij
)dτlm + (
)dEn + (
)dT
∂τlm
∂En
∂T

(A.48)

dDk = (

∂Dk
∂Dk
∂Dk
)dT
)dτlm + (
)dEn + (
∂τlm
∂En
∂T

(A.49)

∂W
∂W
∂W
)dT
)dτlm + (
)dEn + (
∂τlm
∂En
∂T

(A.50)

dW = (

where sijlm is the elasti omplian e, dijn is the piezoele tri onstant, αij is the oeient of thermal expansion, ǫkn is the diele tri onstant, pk is the pyroele tri oe ient
and c is the spe i heat. These material parameters an be dened as follows
sijlm = (

dijn = (

∂Sij
)
∂τlm

∂Dk
∂Sij
)=(
)
∂En
∂τlm

(A.51)
(A.52)

αij = (

∂W
∂Sij
)=(
)
∂T
∂τlm

(A.53)

ǫkn = (

∂Dk
)
∂En

(A.54)
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pk = (

∂Dk
∂W
)=(
)
∂T
∂En

(A.55)

c
∂S
=( )
T0
∂T

(A.56)

Integrating the dependent variables nally results in onstitutive equations,
Sij = sijlm τlm + dnij En + αij ∆T

(A.57)

Dk = dklm τlm + ǫkn En + pk ∆T

(A.58)

c
)∆T
T0

(A.59)

W = αij τlm + pn En + (

The onstitutive relations negle ting the temperature term an be written in matrix
form,
{S} = [sE ]{τ } + [d]{E}

(A.60)

{D} = [d]T {τ } + [ǫτ ]{E}

(A.61)

These relations an be written in various forms like
{τ } = [cE ]{S} − [g]{E}

(A.62)

{D} = [g]T {S} + [ǫS ]{E}

(A.63)

{τ } = [cD ]{S} − [h]{D}

(A.64)

{D} = −[h]T {S} − [β S ]{D}

(A.65)

or

where the oe ients an be related to ea h other by
[cE ] = [sE ]−1

(A.66)

[g] = [cE ][d]

(A.67)
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[ǫS ] = [ǫτ ] − [g]T [d]

(A.68)

[cD ] = [cE ] + [g][β S ][g]T

(A.69)

[h] = [g][β S ]

(A.70)

[β S ] = [ǫS ]−1

(A.71)

Nonlinear terms of spontaneous strain and spontaneous polarization (S0ij , P0ij ) an be
added to these linear onstitutive relations to get nonlinear onstitutive relations
Sij = sijlm τlm + dijn En + αij ∆T + S0ij

(A.72)

Dk = dklm τlm + ǫkn En + pk ∆T + P0ij

(A.73)

The spontaneous strain and polarization is a nonlinear fun tion of the me hani al stress
and the ele tri eld.
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